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Some of you were
lucky when the Marines
landed in Mogadishu.
Robert Oakley •9
page 2

Pike members
will face MSU's
Judicial Board
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & TIntes Statl Writer

66
I'm excited, no
doubt about it.

9
,

Houston Nutt
page 8

.ti,'HENI THEY SALO THE
STAR, THEY REJOICED
EXCEEPINGLS .."

10 shopping
days to Christmas

ON THE TUBE
Murray-born actress Kellie
Overbey will appear in several
scenes in NBC's "Quantum
Leap," tonight at 7 CST.

FORECAST

When Murray State University
students become entangled with
the law, they face not only the
local court system but possibly an
internal judicial process on campus as well.
Pledges of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity will face arraignment in
Calloway District Court Jan. 11
for their involvement in a Nov.
22 incident. They will also
appear before the campus Judicial
Board Jan. 13 when classes
resume after Christmas break.
The Judicial Board is made up
of students, staff and faculty and
deals with serious violations of
the student code of conduct,
according to Mike Young, assistant to the associate vice president for student affairs.
The 13 pledges were indicted
by a Calloway County grand jury
Friday. They were charged with
third degree criminal mischief, a
Class B misdemeanor, and fourth
degree assault, a Class A
misdemeanor.
According to the indictment,
the members involved caused
damage to a mobile home and
personal property of Quentin and
Tami Clark of Riviera Courts and
committed fourth degree assault
upon Tami Clark, who is pregnant, "by striking and/or pushing her with their hands."
Quentin Clark is an active
member of Pi Kappa Alpha.

Occasional showers and possibly a thunderstorm. Low
around 40. Southwest wind
around 10 mph. Rain chances
80 percent. Wednesday, mostly cloudy. High around 50.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.6, -0.1; below 303.5, -0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.1, -0.2: below 312.7, -0.9

According to police reports, the
men broke into the residence
after cutting the phone line to
abduct Clark for a fraternity
ritual.
A spokesperson for Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward
said enough information and
direction was received from the
grand jury for Ward to "know
how to pursue a resolution."
Fraternity members named in
the case are Jason Miller, Dane
Chandler, Todd Throgmorton,
Chad Parker, David Couger,
David Jackson, Michael Dock,
Bud Bumphus, Rick Casey, Brian
Berryman, Ty Curling, Nick
Winsett, and Brandon Hayes.
Young said the Judicial Board
meets only when a serious violation has allegedly been
committed.
He said the board will be consider the violations of the university's hazing policy for the fraternity, as well as the conduct of the
individual pledges.
The university policy defines
hazing as any on- or off-campus
activity that results in mental or
physical harassment, humiliation,
degradation, ridicule, shock,
endangerment, physical disfiguration, excessive fatigue, danger to
health, or involuntary consumption of alcohol or drugs.
The board will hear arguments
from both sides. The students can
have an attorney present to offer

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Murray Ledgar & Times Stall Writer

Murray High School's drama
team continued its winning ways
Monday by earning its sixth
straight championship at the 65th
annual state drama tournament at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green.
Murray High's team presented
a segment from the John Olive
play titled "The Voice of the
Prairie," which it performed Nov.
8 at the Playhouse in the Park.
A team must win its regional
tournament or receive a superior
rating from three judges at that
tournament, which for Murray is
held at Murray State University,
to reach the state tournament.
The state is divided into nine

regions.
Mark Etherton, the team's
coach, doubled as the play's
director.
"The two main things they
look at are acting and directing.
You try to choose something that
is challenging for the performers
and for me. The play presented a
big challenge for us. When you
look at (a play), you try to make
sure your kids can do it and make
sure it's interesting for the audience and something that the
judges will remember," he said.
Besides the collective honor,
four Murray High students were
named to a 10-member all-state
cast. Those named to the cast
were Ginger Crouch, Rob Carpenter, Jay Howell and Michael
Robinson.

the 100-day economic package he will present to Congress
next month.
AP Economies Writ*,
"This is a very tough call. This is the major economic
we are going to have to make," Clinton
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton said policy decision
stimulus program. "What we have to
economic
his
of
said
in
today his administration faces a "very tough call"
to do, how much and when."
deciding whether to widen an already huge federal budget decide is what
a Nobel Prize-winning economist who
Tobin,
James
deficit in order to boost a sluggish economy. Several
Kennedy's Council of Economic AdvisF.
John
on
served
step.
prominent economists urged him to take just that
that the country needed to create 8 million to 9
Winding up his two-day national economic conference, ers, said
over the next four years to take care of new
jobs
Clinton urged participants to "be as specific as you can million
the work force, lower the unemployment
entering
workers
of
he" in making recommendations to him on the shape

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER

Etherton said the group began
rehearsing for the Playhouse performances in early October and
took a short break before resuming rehearsals for the tournament
two weeks ago.
Although winning is always
special, Etherton said he tries to
downplay its importance.
"I think we're a little different
since we don't have to win, so
there's not a lot of pressure
except what we put on ourselves.
If you put too much emphasis on
winning, you won't be happy
with what you get. We feel good
enough about our performances
to be happy with whatever we
get, but the winning is nice
because it lets the public know
what we're doing in the Murray
City Schools," he said.

rate and get discouraged workers back in the job market.
But he said the economy was growing too weakly to
accomplish this without increased government spending
and tax cuts, actions economists call fiscal stimulus.
"Almost every recovery since the second World War
has been helped by fiscal stimulus," Tobin said, although
he conceded that "fiscal stimulus is bound to raise the
deficit temporarily."
TURN TO PAGE 2

Need Line supplying 238
baskets for needy families
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Lodger & TIrnes StaH Writer

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

By CYRUS AFZALI

Clinton asks for help with `very tough call'
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Rose, David Graves,
The members of the Murray High School drama team are Stacey Smith, Beth
Howell.
Jay
(not
pictured)
and
Crouch
Ginger
Robinson,
Michael
,
Carpenter
Rob
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Need Line director Kathie Gentry, left, and Euple Ward, director
emeritus, are busy packing Christmas baskets. Need Line received
23/1 requests from families this year. The baskets will be distributed Dec. 21-22,

Christmas baskets have been
prepared for 238 families of Murray and Calloway County.
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association, said the
baskets will be distributed on
Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 21
and 22, between the hours of 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Need Line
office, located on the ground
floor of Weaks Community
Center.
Gentry said the cooperation of
the various churches, clubs,
groups and individuals has been
overwhelming. Various foods
have been distributed and the
many volunteers have helped the
staff in preparing the baskets for

those who signed up for them in
late November.
Special food drives including
Papa John's Pizza as an incentive
program with the elementary
schools, and others have helped
to make the special holiday program successful, Gentry said. She
also said the Murray National
Guard will conduct its annual
door-to-door drive for canned
food on Monday night, Dec. 21.
Gentry, in her report to the
Need Line Board on Monday,
said items needed for the Need
Line pantry include dried beans,
powdered milk, dry cereal and
oatmeal. These may be left at the
office at any time during regular
office hours.
During the month of November, Gentry said a total of
$1,507.26 was spent to assist

clients. This amount was to help
with utilities.
Gentry said the staff dealt with
Ill families for a total of 169
problems during the month.
These included food, housing,
utility, legal, job-related, medical
and transient needs.
The Rev. Jim Alford, a board
member and also of MurrayCalloway Ministerial Association,
said Need Line was working
closely with the Association and
the Murray Police Department in
caring for the transients in Murray and Calloway County.
Need Line is a service organization designed to meet the
immediate emergency needs of
residents of Murray and Calloway County. It is a United Way
Agency.

State's children feeling effects of recession
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
study to be released today shows
that the welfare of children living
in poverty in Kentucky isn't likely to improve soon.
The Kentucky Kids Count
Consortium created the report,
using statistics from 1980
through 1990 on the well-being
of children in each county.
At least 31 counties are providing "inadequate" care for children, and Kentucky children are
increasingly likely to grow up in
poverty with only one parent at
home, according to the report.
All but eight of the inadequate

counties are in eastern Kentucky.
Among the eight is Jefferson
County, which includes
Louisville.
No counties were ranked as
good; only seven were labeled
adequate. The rest were graded
marginal. Kentucky as a whole
was graded marginal.
The Kentucky study is being
released soon after a national
study done by the Children's
Defense Fund, which revealed
that some of the nation's poorest
children live in 10 Kentucky
counties.
"We have documented what

families already know: Times are
tough," said Debra Miller, deputy director of Kentucky Youth
Advocates, a non-profit organization that lobbies for child welfare. "A dramatic reshaping of
the economy has altered the playing field for many parents. And
many families are struggling."
The report focused on six
areas: the percentage of low
birth-weight babies, the infantmortality rate, the percentage of
births with early prenatal care,
the teen-pregnancy rate, the
child-death rate and the high
school graduation rate.

Kentucky showed slight
improvement over the 10 years in
four of the six categories.
The state's biggest improvement was in the infant-mortality
rate, which dropped from an
annual average of 12.3 deaths per
1,000 births during 1980 through
1983 to 8.8 deaths per 1,000
births between 1988 and 1990.
Officials say health departments are offering more prenatal
programs throughout Kentucky to
assist low-income and at-risk
women.
Other areas that showed
improvement were the rates of

births with early prenatal care,
teen births and high school
graduation.
"These improvements are
results of political decisions
made by Kentucky's leaders in
the last five years to invest in
children's lives," Miller said.
But in other areas, children
fared poorly.
Almost one in five children
lives in a single-parent home, up
more than 30 percent from 10
years ago. And 50 percent of
single mothers and 28 percent of

• TURN TO PAGE 2
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US-French convoy heads for Baidoa
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III Pike members...
FROM PAGE 1
ads iv:e but not to speak for them.
A judicial affairs officer will
also be present to make sure the
students' rights are observed.
The he,anng is closed to the
public unless the students ask for
an open forum.
Young said administrative
hearings are another avenue
available to officials when student conduct is in question.
!"But incidents of a more serious nature go to the Judicial

SHOOTING LEAVES PADUCA.H WOMAN DEAD

careful"
Some of you were lucky
when the Marines landed in
Mogadishu," he added. The Marines have said they nearly fired
on a truckload of journalists waiting for them when they arrived at
the port before dawn last
Wednesday.
Secunty initially improved in
Mogadishu after the Marines
amved on a U.N.-sanctioned mission of mercy, but the armed looters who had long plagued the
capital have begun to return.

Col. Fred Peck, a Marine
spokesman, said in Mogadishu
that the convoy's destination was
Bela Dogle, an airstrip halfway
between Baidoa and the capital,
where the first units of Operation
Restore Hope arrived seven days
ago.
But reporters overheard other
officers saying the 70-vehicle
convoy would only spend the
night at Etch Dogle before proceeding to Baidoa. And Oakley
told journalists in Baidoa, "After
midnight tonight, be .very, very

BA1DOA, Somalia (AP) — A
heavily armed convoy carrying
670 U.S. Marines and French
Legionnaires left Mogadishu
today on the road to this banditbesieged town in the heart of
Somalia's famine belt.
U.S. special envoy Robert
Oakley indicated they would
arrive Wednesday.
Securing Baidoa considered a
key move in the mulunauonal.
U.S.-led force's mission to ensure
that food aid is protected from
marauding gunmen.

cws Roundup
Verna Bolton. the owner of a Paducah cafe, died Monday at 2.08 p.m after
she was shot by one of her ompioyees According to a published report, a
man known only as 'Turkey, who also rented a room from Bolton, shot her
in the head at the Mid Stream Cate at 728 S Third St. approximately 40
minutes before she died Clifford Wallace. one of the bars patrons, said
after watching the 63-year-old woman fall to the floor, he ran to a neighboring business and phoned Paducah police Wallace said he didn't return to
the bet, but waited outside for police to arrive He said he was told that
'Turkey' had also been shot Sgt Steve Haines, spokesman for the Paducah Police Department, said two people were shot at the bar, Botton and
Virgil Timmons. He said Timmons nickname is 'Turkey.' Haines said no
charges had been filed and police weren't prepared to publicly speculate on
who shot Bolton 01 how Timmons was shot. He said additional information
would be released after tests we analyzed Wallace, who was interviewed
by police, said he didn't know how 'Turkey' was shot. One source said
police were investigating the possibility that Timmons, who is in critical condition in the intensive care unit at Western Baptist Hospital, shot hims•H. His
injury was to the temple. Coroner Jerry Beyer said Bolton's body was taken
to Louisville for an autopsy He said she lived at 1061 Husband Road.

SHERIFF WANTS GRAND JURY TO INVESTIGATE FIRE

BENTON — Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy wants a grand iury to investigate the circumstances leading up to a trailer fire Thursday in which a
15-month-old toddler died According to a published report, a deputy had
arrested Vicky Even, 22, of Hardin. on an alcohol intoxication charge just
after 1 a.m. Dec. 10 after finding her on a neighbors porch The neighbor
had called police because she was frightened to hear someone knocking on
her door. While being taken to jail, Even told a deputy that her three children
were home alone, police said. Two Marshall County deputies sent to check
on the children found the mobile horn. on Ky. 1824 engulfed in flames when
they arnved at 1:27 am, about 12 minutes after being dispatched to the
scene. Because a deputy had arrested Even just before the fire was discovered, Roy said he felt it would be 'unfair' for his department to decide
whether to bring charges in the case. Roy said he felt it would be more
appropriate for a grand jury to hear details and decide whether any charges
should be brought. Roy said Even apparently intended to make a phone call
when she left the children in the trailer. Authorities believe an electric heater
was the cause of the fire which killed 15-month-old Brandon Jeffrey Briggs
Two other children escaped from the trailer unharmed.

the decision will be reviewed by
the Appeals Board.
Young said the parties can
appeal the sanction hut not the
findings of the Judicial Board.
If the Appeals Board upholds
the recommendation, the decision
on sanctions or expulsion can be
appealed to the university's board
ot regents.
"We want to make sure that the
students' rights are observed. Our
main goal is to be fair." Young

Board, specifically when the umversity is representing one side,Young said.
The students could face a penalty. as severe as expulsion. Pi
Kappa Alpha's charter could be
revoked.
-To my knowledge. no , fraternity or organi/ation has ever had
its charter pulled. Organuations
have been on suspension before,"
Young said.
If the Judicial Board recommends suspension or expulsion,

said.

THIEVES GET BONUSES, WON'T STEAL PARTY

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

CALVERT CITY — Christmas will go on at a Calvert City business, despite
the theft of money intended for holiday bonuses for the company's employees. According to a published report, Calvert City Police Chief John Nelson
said someone broke into Jesco's office between 8:30 p.m. Sunday and 6:45
a.m. Monday and took approximately $1,500 in cash. Keith Williams. the
company's marketing manager, said the company doesn't usually keep that
cash in the office but the money, intended for manager bonuses, was
left in an envelope in a desk drawer. He said the managers will receive their
bonuses Another $400 set aside for door prizes was saved because a secretary took it home with her Nelson said the office was entered through a
window on the west side of the building on Ky. 1523. The window was
damaged when rt was forced open, and an interior door, tiling cabinets and
a drink machine were also damaged. About $30 was taken from the drink
machine. Nelson said the investigation is continuing.
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Ross Insurance
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MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 6:30
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Priced in the low 90's.
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753-1222
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parts of Clinton's package —
increased investment in public
works and investment tax cuts for
business — were good choices
because they would not only
boost the economy relatively
quickl) hut also would raise the
country's long-run productive
capacity. He suggested a program
of S20 billion to S30 billion
would he adequate.
Tobin and Sinai were the first
witnesses today as the conference
turned from a broad overview of
the economy to the nitty-gritty of
just what Clinton's program
should look like.
Clinton's top economic advisers, led by Treasury Secretarydesignate Lloyd Bentsen, were
present.

FROM PAGE 1
Tobin said he would favor a
stimulus package of S60 billion
in the first year and perhaps
slightly less in the second year —
far above the S20 billion in
increased public works spending
that Clinton talked about during
the campaign.
Clinton gave no indication during the discussion that he was,
leaning toward a bigger spending
package. Indeed, some of his
advisers have given indications
recently that pressure for a shotterm stimulus package had been
lessened by recent favorable economic developments.
Allen Sinai, chief economist of
the Boston Co., told Clinton that
the elements being mentioned as

EAVESDROP ON YOUR
CITY TONIGHT
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Due to incomplete information
in a press release, Gene McDonald was incorrectly identified as
a Calloway County art student in
a story on the Thursday, Dec. 10
Arts/Entertainment page. McDonald is a student at Murray High,
which also participated in the
exhibition at the Yciser Art Center in Paducah.
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FROM PAGE 1
single fathers arc poor in Kentucky, compared to 14 percent of
married couples.
"While some single parents
manage to raise their children
without suffering economically,
the reality for most people is that
single parenthood intensifies the
stress that all families feel
today," said Michael Price, of
the Center for Urban and Economic Research at the University
of Louisville. "Our data tells us
that single parenthood and poverty are linked."
The study also reported that
the poverty rate among black
children is much worse than
among white children. In Louisville, a black child is 2V3 times
more likely to be poor than a
white child is, and in Lexington
four times more likely.
Oldham County, rated the hest
at No. 1, ranked lowest in the
number of children living in poverty, in the percentage of low
birth-weight babies, and births to
teens.
The lowest ranking went to
Owsley County, with the state's
highest percentage of children
living in poverty — almost 66

3jfewstaadr,

percent. The Children's Defense
Fund ranked the county as having
the sixth-highest percentage of
children in poverty among counties nationally.
In four other counties, more
than half the children live in poverty. There are 18 additional
counties where poverty among
children is higher than 40
percent.
The report suggests ways that
community leaders, employers
and individuals can help reduce
poverty and help children become
productive adults. They range
from encouraging lawmakers to
put children first in state budgets
to advocating more individual
involvement in children's issues.
The report urges employers to
adopt family-friendly policies,
such as family leave, child-care
assistance and flexible work
hours.
Besides Kentucky Youth
Advocates, the Kids Count Consortium is made up of officials
from the University of Louisville,
University of Kentucky and
Berea College. The project is
funded through a grant from the
Annie A. Casey Foundation.
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Friend confesses to stepson's murder

lIc. \\'01-1(1

LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Susanne Baker told
the FBI she helped kidnap; strangle and then
burn the body of her best friend's stepson,
according to a search warrant.
The warrant, returned to Laurel Circuit
Court by Kentucky State Police, says Ms.
Baker confessed that she assisted Stephanie
Baker in the killing of Stephanie Baker's
10-year-old stepson, Scotty, on Thanksgiving
Eve. The two woman are not related.
Susanne Baker told police she helped Stephanie kidnap Scotty from Paces Creek
Elementary School. Susanne Baker said she
and Stephanie then strangled Scotty in the

TELTSIN MAY LOSE MORE CABINET MEMBERS
MOSCOW — Boris Yeltsin is expected to lose more members of his reformist Cabinet now that he has caved in to hard-liners and allowed a technocrat who VOWS to slOW economic reforms to become prime minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin was confirmed Monday by the Congress of People s Deputies
after `leftism was forced to abandon Nino( Gaidar, architect of the plan to
radically reform the Russian economy. Chernomyrdin, the oil and gas minister in Gaidar's government, has vowed to prop up ailing state industries,
crack down on the black market and generally take a less direct route toward a market-based economy Yeltsin sided with Chernomyrdin apparently
to avoid more of the turmoil that characterized the Congress two-week session. It showed the president's political vulnerability and cast doubt on the
fate of his 11 -month drive to dismantle decades of Soviet central planning.

DOCTOR CLEARED IN CAMAFtENA MURDER
LOS ANGELES— A doctor kidnapped from Mexico by bounty hunters working for the U S. government was cleared of helping kill a federal drug agent,
but prosecutors blocked his release by claiming he is an illegal Immigrant.
Dr. Humberto Alvarez Mecham, 45, was acquitted Monday by U.S. District
Judge Edward Rafeedie. "There has to be stronger evidence than you have
offered to find that a man is guilty of kidnapping, murder and torture," the
judge told prosecutors. Prosecutors claimed that Alvarez used his medical
skills to keep Drug Enforcement Administration agent Enrique Camarena
alive as Mexican drug traffickers tortured him in 1985. The doctor's kidnapping in 1990 strained relations between the United States and Mexico. The
judge ordered Alvarez released. But the government, in an emergency petition Monday evening, asked the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco to keep Alvarez in the country on an immigration hold Prosecutors also appealed the acquittal.

pillowcases, four napkins, a washcloth, a
black purse, a pink comforter and a white
slip.
They also removed the floor mat from the
front passenger side of the 1987 Pontiac,
where the gasoline was presumably sitting.
Laurel County Commonwealth's Attorney
Tom Handy has said prosecutors might seek
the death penalty if the. two women are
indicted on murder charges and other charges
such as kidnapping or robbery.
A Laurel County grand jury is considding
evidence in the case this week and is expected
to return indictments on Friday.

Education Dept. may be replaced in computer project
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Department of Education
might be replaced as manager of
a project to electronically link all
Kentucky schools, officials said.
Digital Equipment Corp., the
department's consultant on the
project, could become the
manager.
The company is "strongly considering this option, and it's just
an option at this point," said Joe
Prather, whom Gov. Brereton
Jones appointed as an unpaid
adviser to oversee the project.
The importance of such a move
is that Digital, which is helping

SEEKING BRITISH SUPPORT AGAINST SERBS
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Secretary of State Lawrence S. Eagleburger is
hoping to gain British support for a tougher stand against Bosnian Serbs,
whose "ethnic cleansing" of Muslims is dominating a 51 -nation meeting
here Eagleburger was meeting with Douglas Hurd, the British foreign secretary, today after a similar session Monday with French Foreign Minister
Roland Dumas, who agreed to support a U.N. resolution enforcing a "no-fly"
zone over the former Yugoslav republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Work
already is under way in New York to present a resolution to the U N. Security Council to threaten to shoot down Serbian military planes and helicopters
defying the U N. sanction. The zone was established in October to protect
Muslims. Since then, at least 225 military flights have been recorded by
U.N. inspectors. Eagleburger has called the flights violations even though
the aircraft did not attack the Muslims.

who was his first finance secretary, to be the project's spearhead.
Rep. Pete Worthington, chairman of the General Assembly's
Education Technology Subcommittee and one of the department's strongest critics, said he
and Prather had talked about
placing the project manager
under the Finance Cabinet, which
Prather once headed.
Education Commissioner Thomas Boyscn has blamed the slow
pace of the project, at least in
part, on a consultant-spending
limit that was written into the
current state budget at Worthing-

design the system, would be
responsible for its success,
Prather said Monday.
A key part of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act was
a $400 million plan to put computers in every classroom and
school office in six years. The
plan includes a state-of-the-art
administrative system, which is
to be installed first.
Some influential legislators
have complained that the project
is badly behind schedule, and
Jones also said he wanted a speedup. To that end, he appointed
Prather, a former state senator

Marshall band will
march in inaugural

KIDNAPPED ISRAELI POLICEMAN FOUND DEAD
JERUSALEM — The body of an Israeli border policeman kidnapped two
days ago by Muslim fundamentalists was found in the occupied West Bank
today, the army announced. Sgt. Maj. Nissim Toledano, 29, was found near
the highway that links Jerusalem with the West Bank city of Jericho, a statement said. It gave no details. Toledano's abductors had threatened to kill
him unless Israel freed an imprisoned Muslim fundamentalist leader. Israel
refused to negotiate until it received evidence Toledano was well. Israel
radio said he was killed a few hours after he vas kidnapped early Sunday,
but its correspondent on the scene said this information was preliminary and
unconfirmed The body was found in uniform, hands bound, by a Bedouin
woman who alerted authorities, Israel radio said. Toledano was snatched in
the central Israeli city of Lod as he walked to work. The military wing of
Names, a fundamentalist organization based in Gaza that opposes the
Mideast peace talks, claimed responsibility.

VIOLENCE FLARES AGAIN IN LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES— Police in riot gear swarmed through the streets, arresting
60 people, after an unruly crowd began throwing rocks and bottles at an
intersection where the spring riots began. Twelve people received minor
injuries, mostly cuts and bruises, during the disturbance Monday night,
police said. It was unclear what started the violence. Police Chief Willie Williams said "organized groups" he didn't identify took advantage of an earlier, peaceful protest to confront officers. Williams kept police across the city
on alert overnight and said he would ask for help from other agencies if
needed. But he praised officers' response as quick and excellent and said
the situation never got out of control. In the earlier demonstration, at the
intersection of Florence and Normandie avenues in the city's South Central
section, community activists handed out fliers in support of four men jailed
for the beating there of trucker Reginald Denny. Organizers left about 3:30
p m., and some of about 50 people at the demonstration became unruly,
said police spokesman Lt. John Dunkin.

back of her husband's car, a 1986 Buick, and
dumped the body in a strip mine pit. Afterward, they left the strip mine pit to buy gasoline and returned in a 1987 Pontiac registered
to Stephanie's father, Roger Spitser.
They then burned Scotty's body, Susanne
Baker told police.
Police used the confession to obtain the
search warrant.
Police collected hairs and fibers from
doors, floorboards, seats and around the gearshift in Susanne Baker's car.
They also collected three sheets, two tablecloths, a mitten, a Christmas hand towel, three

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Kentucky high school
marching bands have been
selected to take part in the 1993
Inaugural Parade, U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford announced Monday.
The Marshall County High
School Band, a 142-member unit,
will visit the nation's capital with
about 30 chaperones and support
staff.
The I55-member Northeastern
Kentucky High School Band,
composed of students from Fairview, Russell and Greenup high
schools will be accompanied to
Washington by a staff of six
directors and 35 chaperones and
crew members.
"Their selection by the Presidential Inaugural Committee is a
testament to their great talent,
musicianship and dedication,"
Ford said.

THE MKT
F GVENGCCO
We're extending our very best wishes to you and
yours for a holiday filled with good friends and cheer.
We're proud to be a part of this fine community
and are grateful for the opportunity
to serve you.

Hope Your
Holiday Is
Tree-Mendous!
Thanks for letting us
get to know you.

Have a jolly good Christmas
and a Happy New Year!

Veterinary
Medical Center

FURCHES FARMS

Dr. Jeannie Buchanan,
Marcia Key & Christa Milby
753-7011
1715 S. 12th
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753-8151
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on what Digital could be paid for
work on the instructional network. Prather said the General
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Letters to We Editor
Rotary thanks parade participants
Dear Editor
On behalf of the Murray Rotary Club we would like to take this
,spponunity to thank everyone who participated in making this the
hest Christmas Parade ever.
It is difficult to name everyone. Without groups such as hands from
both of the local high schools and middle schools, church groups.
industry and business groups. Boy Scout and Girl Scout troops, amateur radio club. antique car club, mule and horse wagon owners and
the many others. it would he impossible to stage such a delightful
community event.
Let us not forget to thank Santa Claus for being v. ith us as he was
scheduled in by the Downtown Merchants. Last hut not least, thanks
to the local newspaper. radio stations. cablesision. and other news
media so helpful in promoting the event.
Merry Christmas'
Jun Tate. Don E. Jones, Steve Zea
co-chairmen, Murray Rotors Club

Youth need more driver education
Dear Editor.
Last Friday, I accompanied my husband on a business trip to Bowling Green from our location just south of Aurora. We left about Tin
3.m and armed back home at 3.30 p.m. The whole trip, as you know.
is on two-lane roads and goes through seseral small towns.
I want to tell you. I was never so glad to get off that road in my life
— or. as far as that goes, any of the other two-lane roads around here
with all of these era's young drivers charging around like they do. Ms
husband expressed the thought that instead of the state of Kentucky
spending so much money advertising the wearing of seat belts and in
trsing to get a useless seat belt law passed. it ought to spend the
money re-educating all young drivers on proper driving techniques
tollow too
and impress upon them the dangers involved when thi.•
and
speeds.
excessive
closely, pass without proper clearance. dnvc at
the
under
driving
course,
of
and,
—
Just generally drive recklessly
alcohol.
or
drugs
of
influence
I'd be willing to bet that. if the accident statistics for the ages of all
drivers causing most of the traffic accidents in Calloway .County were
run throughthe state computers, it would prove that the majority of
the accidents are caused by young drivers in their teens or early 20s
1 think one approach would be that all driver licenses in that age
group must be renewed annually, and that before they 3fC renewed,
each driver must attend a refresher course on safe and sane driving.
I have thought about writing a letter about all the accidents I have
been reading about in the paper, and the defensive dnsing I have had
to engage in since moving here. This trip to Bowling Green was the
deciding factor
We saw at least five near misses both going and coming back and
the last incident that clinched my decision to write happened Just
south of Aurora on 94E when two cars suddenly passed us in the face
of oncoming traffic (our speed was the legal speed limit, so we were
not impeding traffic). The first oncoming driver had to slam on his
brakes to avoid a head-on collision, and the second dnvcr who was
probably following too closely) had to slam on his brakes which threw
him into a slide off the road and back almost into our path.
Fortunately for us and for him, the driver regained control of his
car. But right there were three drivers (the two passing us and the one
following too closely from the other direction) who could sure benefit
from more driver education before they become statistics themselves.
The really sad part of it, aside from the fact that a lot of youngsters
don't live to set another day. is that they maim and kill 3 ha of innocent people in the process
Betty White
Rt. 1, Box 1196, Almo
Mrs. White — Thank you for your letter. You may be right in sugdoubt
gesting that more young drivers are involved in accidents. but I
of
facets
inescapable
sadly
some
solve
would
education
if more driver
feeling of
a
and
authority,
for
disregard,
a
reckkssness,
—
youth
driver
invulnerability. I would also suggest that it we are to. legislate
do
should
we
youth,
the
to
licenses
reissuing
before
refresher courses
hearing
the same for all drivers, and that we should include vision and
causes
tests. Let's,face- it — it's not any particular agegroup which
disrecarelessness,
are
accidents
behind
factors
major
accidents. The
faculties
and
awareness
gard for others, and driving with diminished
reasons)
(whether caused by intoxication, stress, age, disease, or other
and
advertising
that
feels
husband
your
sorry
I'm
In .conclusion.
your
enforcing the wearing of seat belts is/ -useless." Had you and
seat
husband not been able to escape the near-accident you describe,
difference
the
made
—
have
would
probably
—
belts could have
between an accident ... and a tragedy.
—Daniel T Parker

Against moving city hall to park
Dear Editor:
After having observed the effect of moving the Murray Post Office
to Chestnut Street, I am opposed to moving the City Hall to Chestnut
Street — and especially into the park.
I hope Mayor Cherry and the Murray City Council will give serious
consideration
of moving away from downtown.
toI.
effect
2. The effect it will have on the park.
3. The cost of moving.
4. What will be done with all existing city buildings?
My guess is that it will cost city taxpayers 55-10 million dollars to
move.
Now is a bad time to add to our taxes.
Robert 0. Miller
201 S. 5th, Murray

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
pnnt letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters mast be siped by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and 11010,41.10.1 I Valrid be on topics or
words. The Murrty
Merest WM roost sot be
Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
I frequent where.
shook! be Ahmed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ladies'

A flattering invitation recently
arrived. It was from Joseph Neely,
an author in Michigan, who wrote:
"I am compiling a book which
features the favorite saying of successful persons such as you. This
book is intended to inspire people
and to give them some insight into
the philosophies which help certain
people to accomplish significant
tasks.
"Essentially, I am looking for a
saying which has given you comfort, kept you focused on your
goals, or inspired you during your
life. The saying can be one which
you composed or it can be from
some other source.
"As of this date, I have received
contributions for this book from a
diverse group of persons, including
former NATO commander and
W'hne House Chief of Stall Alexander M. Haig Jr.; minister and authot
Norman Vincent Peale; Dr. Deborah McGnff, the first AfricanAmerican woman to serve as superintendent of a major urban school
system: and Notre Dame's head
football Coach Lou Holtz, to name
just a few."
That's an impressive group, and
I'd like to be in it But I've never had
one favorite saying that inspired,
comforted or focused me throughout my life. And I don't have any
that would be likely to inspire
someone else to lead a better life.
At different times, a variety of
sayings have helped mc in one way
or another.
Like most young men of my
generation, I believed in the saying
our mothers passed on to us: "Always wear clean underwear, so if
you get in an accident aid go in the
hospital, you won't be embarrassed." That's still a good idea,

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
although I would add," and no pastel some (deleted) money,so if you got
a boss you hate, you can say,
colors."
As a lad, I abided by a saying in '(Deleted) you' and quit." I'm still
my neighborhood that went: "Don't saving.
And another mentor had a saying
go on the other side of Chicago
to follow: "Be nice to the
tried
I
kids
Italian
the
because
Avenue,
there will always jump a Polack." copy boy, even if he's a mope,
because he might grow up to be your
The one time I became careless, a
boss someday." And sure enough,
group of young men surrounded me
mopes did.
several
my
I
name.
said:
and demanded
Some co-workers once tired of
"Roko Rico Royko," which I
hearing me complain about not
thought was a clever ruse.
But they jumped me anyway. having anything to write about. So
That experience led me to believe
they put an inspirational plaque on
in the saying that is familiar to many
my wall that showed a little sailboat
Cub fans: "You win some and you
with limp sails and a man pulling
lose some, but mostly you lose
some oars. It bore the words:"When
some."
there's no wind, row."
Then there was my grandfather's
But I've since taken it down and
favorite saying: "Never trust a Rusreplaced it with a sign that says:
sian." He said that long before the "When there is no wind, book a
Cold War began. So I asked my
cabin on a cruise ship, sit by the
grandmother what he meant by it,
pool, order a cool drink, and look at
and she provided another saying:
the babes."
drunken
your
trust
"Never
Several of my friends have had
grandfather."
sayings that I like, although I'm not
_Later, when I was in the military. sure what they mean.
I placed great faith in the popular
For example, Studs Terkel, the
saying: "Don't never volunteer for
author and broadcaster,always ends
nothing." But it didn't make much
his radio show by saying: "Take it
difference, because if you didn't
easy,
but take it." I once asked him if
volunteer,, they made you do it
that was something he learned when
anyway.
he went to law school, but he denied
Early in my newspaper career, a
IL
wise old reporter passed along a
The late Marty O'Connor,a Chisaying that helped me become
cago reporter, used to say: "Only
thrifty. He said:"Always stash away

suckers beef." He said it was an old
South Side Irish expression. While
it sounded manly, it wouldn't make
sense today, when the most successful special-interest groups are those
that beef the loudest and most often.
Now the saying should be: "Only
suckers don't form an organization,
compile a list of unreasonable demands, and hold a crabby press
conference."
I used to be impressed by the line
John Wayne uttered in so many of
his Western movies:"A man's got to
do what a man's got to do." But
when feminists heightened my social sensitivities, I realized it was a
sexist saying. After all,the feminists
pointed out, we could just as well
say, "A woman's got to do what a
woman's got to do." For that matter,
a puppy's got to do what a puppy's
got to do. That's life, which is a
favorite saying of Frank Sinatra. Or
maybe Mike Ditka.
So I guess I won't qualify for Mr.
Neely's book of inspirational sayings. Unless he would consider
using one of my friend Slats Grobnik's lines.
Slats has always tossed off this
salutation when saying goodbye to
friends:"Stay out of the trees, watch
out for the wild goose,and take care
of your hernia."
When I ask what it means, he
shrugs and says: "Just do it; you
won't go wrong."
He's right, but I'm not sure it's
something to live by. Unless you
have a hernia.
Anyway,I appreciate Mr. Neely's
kind invitation. Although I haven't
been able to contribute to his book,
he did give me something to write
about.
As I always say: "Another day,
another dollar."

World editorial roundup
Dec. 8; The Daily Gazette, Schenectady, N.Y., on Lloyd Bentsen as
Treasury secretary:
The most depressing news is that Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, will
likely become Clinton's secretary of the Treasury. The 71 -year-old
Bentsen seems to exert a peculiar spell on a younger generation of
Democrats. But at least Michael Dukakis, who picked Bentsen as his
vice presidential running mate in 1988, had the excuse thatqlars
trying to pick up votes.
Clinton's reasoning seems to be that Bentsen is a safe pair of hands,
popular on Wall Street and in Congress. But if he wanted a conservative Democrat at Treasury., he would have done better to choose a real
heavyweight with truly impressive credentials, namely Paul Volcker.
Bentsen is the embodiment of congressional pork procurement, a
tireless warrior for well-heeled special interests such as real-estate
investors, oil and gas companies. He is the foremost proponent of
reinstating individual retirement accounts as a tax dodge for the
wealthy. He is a pnme example of those responsible for the policies
that have saddled us with huge deficits and a gigantic national debt.
And yet he's the first pick of a man who campaigned as a new type of
Democrat that was going to bring about "change?"
Dec. 8; Le Figaro, Paris, on Somalia:
"If you liked Beirut, you'll love Mogadishu." It's in these terms
that a telegram from the U.S. ambassador in Kenya is said to have
warned the White House against landing Marines in Somalia. This
revelation leads us to ask whether the U.N. intervention and, especially, that of our soldiers behind the American Army in the name of "the
nght to interfere," is well-founded.
Should we criticize the idea of humanitarian operations? Not at all.
To the contrary, we should regret that they are so few and so late
Firemen are most efficient at the outset of a fire, rather than when a
whole neighborhood is ablaze.

Dec. 8; Maariv, Tel Aviv, Israel, on violence in the Gaza Strip:
The tragic murder of three (Israeli) reservists in Gaza is a sign that
the Intefadeh is turning into a guerrilla war. This was not a stone
throwing incident or an ambush; it was a daring attack launched from
a moving car against armed soldiers. The terrorist organizations want
to turn Gaza into Beirut.
We have seen this before. If we do not want a repeat performance
of Lebanon, ... we must launch a pre-emptive strike.
This, apparently, is what Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Ehud Barak was
talking about in announcing ... that the IDF (Israel Defense Forces)
will use special measures to deal with the Strip.
We must seal entire areas with lock and key, we must massively
move into these areas, search every home, turn over every stone, light
up every dark spot, dig up every hole, and uncover every hideout.
Dec. 8; The Daily Telegraph, London, on violence in India:
It is difficult to exaggerate the significance of what has been done
at Ayodhya (India). The destruction of the Babn mosque by a Hindu
mob has poisoned, perhaps irremediably, the relationship between the
two largest religious communities in India. ...
It will render the Kashmir problem more intractable than ever. And
it will deepen the suspicion betweat a largely Hindu India and the
Moslem nations of the subcontinent, Central Asia and the Middle
East.
The outrage at Ayodhya is also a direct challenge to the secular
state established ... after independence in 1947. In demolishing the
mosque and starting to build a temple on its ruins, the Hindu fanatics
have defied a Supreme Court injunction. By arguing that legal rulings
are irrelevant in matters of faith, they are calling into question the
values of a society which is based on the rule of law and religious
pluralism.

Anticipation better than real thing
The husky, teutonic toddler's
sturdy legs resembled tree
stumps. Her arms were pudgy
and greedily outstretched; and her
chubby little hands were open as
moons, with ray-like, spatulate
fingers. Her name was Suzie
Walker.
When Suzie walked, it was
with rigid precision. Her head
cranked haltingly from side to
side, and the accompanying toand-fro motion of her icy, blue
eyes made her look like she was
reviewing two lines of paratroopers — one to her right, one to her
left. The corresponding swish of
her stiff blond braids, along with
the rest of her mechanical permsbulation, created a step-whooshstep-whoosh reminiscent of the
Nazi goose step.
When I was eight years old.
Suzie Walker was the doll of my
Christmas dreams. In fact. 1
didn't simply "want" one of the
clunky creatures. I believed I
would absolutely die if 1 didn't
find one under the tree Christmas
morning. And therein lies the
moral of this talc.
I guess it was sometime in early December that year that I came
home km lunch and Mother
announced she would not be
there when I came home from
school at 1 o'clock. Since my
older sisters would not wive
11111111
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & TIrnes columnist
key so I could let myself in.
"My key. My very own key," I
thought to myself. I really felt
grown up.
"Hold onto it," Mother warned.
"If you lose it, I don't have
another to give you."
Mother placed the key in the
palm of my hand and I wrapped
my small fist around it so tight I
could feel its ridges and teeth bite
into my flesh.
Now, my memory is good, but
it's not so vivid that I can recall
the rest of the details of that
lunch, except to guess that I had
grilled cheese and tomato soup. I
clearly remember, however, that
after I finished eating my mother
sent me to the third floor of our
house on some errand That's
when the trouble started.
The third floor was my
brother's lair, off limits to little
sisters unless they were summoned by special invitation.
Moreover, the third floor was
lobloollo war closet wee. and

that — I'd learned from the same
generous sibling who recently
told me there was no Santa Claus
— was where Mother hid the
Christmas presents.
"Just one peek in the closet," I
promised myself as I climbed the
steep steps.
As soon as I saw the coffinlike box, I knew I'd be getting
my wonderful Suzie for Christmas. I remember crouching on
my knees and opening the box
carefully. There she was in all
her Aryan splendor, a plastic bag
protecting her expressionless
face.
I only looked at her for a
minute. Honest. And then I shut
the box, closed the closet door,
and went hack downstairs with
whatever I'd been sent upstairs to
get.
By then it was time to get hack
to school. As I /upped myself into
my snowsuit, I remember my
mother asking, "Now where is
your key? Make sure you have

the house key."
To say, "My heart sank" is
usually an exaggeration, but on
this occasion I actually felt it
plummet into my oxfords. I
didn't have the key, but I knew
exactly where it was — upstairs
in dear Suzie's cardboard crypt.
4 was too young to conceive a
plan that would get me back to
the third floor undctcctcd, so
finally blurted out my terrible
confession.
"Good little girls aren't supposed to snoop around trying to
find their Christmas presents,"
my mother chided. "Santa Claus
might have to come and take
your baby back."
It was an idle threat, for I did
get my doll that Christmas. But I
never really liked her much, and
a few years later I wasn't really
mad when my little nieces
kidnapped Suzie Walker and cut
her bangs when I was at a Girl
Scout meeting. Eventually, I gave
her to them and I presume she
suffered the fate of all their dolls.
Suzie was probably dismembered
for one of their frequent doll
experiments, so the clunky
mechanical maiden ascended to
doll heaven years ago.
But I've never forgotten Suzie
Walker and the lesson I learned
that day . Sometimes anticipation
of a gift as far more satisfying
than actually receiving it.
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Murray Middle School math teacher Rusty Back is shown working
on lesson plans as members of the Kentucky Department of Education technology team visit.

Student from the seventh grade TNT class at Calloway Middle
recently heard Charlene Kurth speak about Russia during their
study of world cultures. Kurth showed the students many artifacts
from her collection. The Kurth family lived in Russia for several
years. Pictured (from left) are Jeff Nix, Kurth, Tim Start, Kaci
Monis and Angie Murphy.

Willie Jackson, director of pupil personnel and transportation for
the Murray Independent School District, recently shared his hobby of carving walnut ducks with the primary school children in
the classes of Lashlee Foster and Carla Rexroat. The children will
follow up by carving figures from soap.

•

Murray Middle's "Kids Company" participants show off their
creative carving skills.

00.r.

Joe Glover and Kyle Welch (background) look on as Dr. Randall
Black, professor of music at Murray State and musical director of
"Man of La Mancha," shares background information about the
story with Ruth Ann Futrell's English classes before they attended
a performance of the play.

demmovis.

Children in Carla Rexroat's primary class recently held a feast
for family and friends. Children served a full Thanksgiving meal
to those who attended. Pictured (front, from left) are Kate Farrell,
Meghan King, Carley Faughn and Michelle Underwood. Middle
row, from left: Dylan Volp, Paul Kurz, and Leslie Schwettman.
Back row, from left: Shaylyn Cagle, Lacy Hocking. lirhndon
Thurmond and Marchelle Cavitt.

Sara DeMeo, a sophomore at Murray High School and daughter
of Joanne and Tony DeMeo, has been selected as the student of the
week. Among DeMeo's interests are speech and W‘111S-TV. She is
an honor roll student at MHS. Pictured (from left) are Loretta
Jobs, Murray's Century 21 realtor; DeMeo, Murray High Principal Bill Wells and Greg DeLaney of WSJP.

Deana Wall, a student teacher in Betty Hassell's class at Southwest Elementary, introduced these and other students to Chef
Combo (puppet). Wall and Chef Combo taught the students the
importance of eating a combination of foods to achieve a wellbalanced diet. Pictured (front, from left) are Joey Skinner, Kacee
Stonecipher, Nikki Lamb and Brad Boggess. Back, from left: Jessy
Bogard, Patricia Ray, Wall and Jamie Key.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
East Callaway primary students were recently visited by school
nurse Vicki Williams during the week's study of the letter N. Pictured is Sam Holt having his temperature checked using nurse
Williams' new thermometer. The students are in Fonda Grogan's
and Martha Leet's classes.

Students in the second and third grade classes of Jean Cooper,
Ruth Potts, Betty Hassell, Betty Jackson and JoAnn Shoemaker at
Southwest Elementary recently participated in a friendship activity. Pictured (from left) are Jared Evans, Justin Tidwell, Tiffany
Cunningham, Brian Galloway and Sara Bryant.

f
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These advanced art students of Glenn Leckie from Calloway
County High School are entering artwork in the "Teen Spirit" art
show and competition at the Yeiser Art ('enter in Paducah. Pictured (front, from left) are Jeannie Erkman and Jason Barnett.
Pictured (back, from left) are Glenn Lechie, Mac Dunn, Paul
Caulfield and Christy Stockwell. Trish Bandarra (not pictured)
also attended.

The children in family II at North Calloway Elementary recently
learned how fire prevention, recreation, wildlife and trees affected
our environment. Pictured are Smokey the Rear, Amber Jones,
Jonathan Hill and Amber Anderson.
Calloway Middle students were involved in many outdoor activities, such as orinteering, pond study, canoeing and self-esteem
activities during a recent overnight trip to Brandon Springs. Pictured checking their compasses before beginning the orienteering
activity are George Bartnik, Brandon Springs director, students
Shea Forrester, Michelle Todd, Lindsay Chamberlain, I.isa Crowder, Paul Bell and Jason Mann.

Hello Stranger!

Calloway County Middle School TNT seventh grade student of the
week for each week in September are (from left) Trent Wilson,
lament Underhill, Stacy Shroader and Seth Grogan.
In addition to a visit from Stookey the Bear, Ron Talent, Calloway
Coanty's agent from the Kentucky Division of Forestry, recently
visited North Elementary' family II to make a presentation.

QD We are proud to
recycled newsprint.
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Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city'
WAGON
As
WELCOME
Representative. h's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

MURRAY
is A

eammairk
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348
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DAY
MURRAY TO
ell vows
Stuart and Falw
will be said on Dec. 28

JO'S DATEBOOK

Brame!, Benton Stuart and Matthew Wright Falwell will be married
on Monday. Dec. 18. The vows will he said in Boone, N.C.
A reception will be Sunday, Jan. 3, from 1 to 5 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House at South Seventh and Vine Streets. Murray.
All relatises and fnends are invited to attend the reception.
Miss Stuart is the daughter of James and Bndget Stuart of Rt. 2,
Bok 268. Murray. She is the granddaughter of C.D. and Gwen Stuart
of Lawton, Okla , and of Matthew Wright Falwell ot Rt. 7, Murray.
Mr. Falwell is the son of Bobby and Carol Falwell of Rt. 7, Box
6%, Murray. He is the grandson of John Falwell of Rt. 7, Murray, and
ol Gilbert and Nina Angelo of Uniontown, Pa.
The bride-cleit is currently a student at Murray State University.
The groom-elect is employed fullume at Bandi's Welding and is a
pan-time student at Murray State University.

Jo Burkeen
I

Murray Today editor

The Rev. David Shepperson Jr. has a special service to offer to all
parents and children for the Christmas season. Rev. Shcpperson and
his wife, the Rev. Betty Shepperson. are interim pastors of First Presbyterian Church. Rev. Shepperson said he was the recipient of a special Santa Claus costume as a gift, and would like share his body and
suit with any one who would like to have Santa visit their home,
school, church, club, etc. He said this would be free of charge. Interested persons may call him at 753-3908 or 753-6460.

CWU Song Pest at Fern Terrace
Pictured are-Eula Dowdy and Sally H. St. John. patients at West
‘iew Nursing Home, at a recent party there. Standing are. from
left, AIlene Knight. Helen Steffen and F.stelle Gras

The monthly Song Fest will be Wednesday, Doc. 16, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. This is sponsored each month by Church Women United of
Murray and Calloway County. Tho public is invited to attend and to take part
. in the song lest.

Eula Dowdy and Sally
St. John feted at party
Celebrating her 101st binfklay
at West View Nursing Home.
Murray, on Oct. 28, was Eula
Dowdy, and celebrating her
102nd birthday was Sally H. St.
John.
Each wore a pink corsage and
a special birthday cake was made
in their honor, and shared with all
guests.
Allene Knight played the
-good old" songs and hymns on
the piano. Leading the singing
was Helen Steffen, assisted by
Estelle Gray.
Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Gray are
members of First Baptist Church,
sturray. Mrs. Steffen who always

UDC Chapter meeting cancelled
The mooting of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy for Wednesday. Doc. 16, has been cancelled. The cancellation
was because of illness in the family of Mary Davis and Kim McFarlen. An
announcement of the next meeting will be made at a later date.

Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet

entertains in the name of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International Sorority (Alpha Mu #4760) is a member of First Presbyterian Church.
Murray.
Other birthday patients for the
month of October were Eunice
Lee. Edna Shipley, Beckham
Duncan, Louise Willis, Joe
Olson, Deccere Caldwell, Moue
Roberts. Ruth Wilson, Trellis
McCuiston, Alma Jackson. Mabel
Pullen, Della Gleason and Dorothy Leek.
Patty Bedwell, assistant to Carol York at West View, announced
all the -birthday honorees and
everyone sang "Happy Birthday
To You"

Penny Club will meet
Mrs. Taylor, president, presided at the November meeting
held at the home of Marelle Fatless. Selections for lessons for
the new year were made. Orders
were taken for poinsettias.
Each member was asked to
bring five special recipes for the
Homemakers Cookbook to he
published in the spring.
Gifts for pauents at Western
State Hospital, Hopkinsville,
were brought by the members. A
senior member of the community
was selected to be remembered
on special days throughout the
year.
"Fashion Options" was the lesson presented by ldoma Glenn.
A member, Violet Johnson, is
recuperating from surgery.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Farless to the six members
present.

The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet Thursday. Dec. 17, at 1
p.m. at the home of Carol Taylor.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
The club members voted to not
have a gift exchange for Chnstrnas but to use the money for
other worth while causes.

JEWELERS
Chestnut Shopping Center
Mlurray, KY

NOW
OPEN
UNTIL 8pm
FRIDAYS &
SUNDAYS lpm - Spin

Calloway County Athletic Boosters Association will meet tonight (Tuesday) in the library of Calloway County High School. This will follow the Calloway and Tilghman Boys' Basketball game at Jeffrey gym. Cathy Butler,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend the meeting.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will have a Christmas party tonight (Tuesday) at 6
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Each person is asked to bring a
handmade gift for a gift exchange and favorite finger food or snack.

Club Ladies' luncheon planned
The Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Oaks Country Club will be Wednosday. Dec. 16, at the club A social hour will start at 1130 a.m, and lunch
will be served at noon. Reservations should be made by calling Doris Rose
at 753-3690 or Della Miller at 753-2721.

W.A.T.C.H. selling special tapes

SECOND BIRTHDAY — Tyson Chandler Matbeny celebrated his
second birthday on Sept. 30 at his home. He is the son of John and
Angie Matheny. Those present were his parents, John and Angie;
his grandparents, Jackie and Linda Hoke and Earl and Geneva
Matheny: his aunts and uncles, Tim and Gala Matheny and Ricky
and Dana •Sheridan; his cousins, Ryne Sheridan, Adam Matheny,
Aleshia siatheny and Matt Matheny. Also present was Megan
South.
as

W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped) is offering
musical cassette tapes, titled *Drugs Are Wrong through a limited special
promotion. They are fun to listen to, fun to sing with, and a fun way to get
across a strong message to children between the ages 1 to 10. These tapers are produced locally through Lakewood Productions Music Group and
feature vocals by Jeremy Hunt and Laurie Jo Parker. The second side is
instrumental for children to create their own sing-along version. The tapes
are available through WATCH. at $5.99 each through Dec. 16. These
may be purchased at the center at 702 Main. weekdays, 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
or call 759-1965.

Overeaters Anonymous will meet
Overeaters Anonymous will have an open meeting on Wednesday, Dec.
16. This will be at 5:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive, Murray.
This is open to all interested persons. OA is a fellowship of men and women
from all walks of Me who meet in order to help solve a common problem —
compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to
stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics program.
There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Civitan Club meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Tuesday, Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant, Coldwater Road, Murray. This will be for the annual
Christmas program featuring the family of Sam and Janie Parker. This will
be a coffee and pie session. Individuals interested in the activities of Civi- „
tans are welcome to attend as the honored guests of the Civitan Club.

Pre-school party at Glendale
will be WednesA Christmas party for pre-school children, ages 3 to 5,
Glendale Road
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ZETA MEETING - The Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
('Iub will meet Thursday, Dec. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Judy Stabler will present the program,"Light Cranberry Dinner."
Hostesses will be Rebecca Irvan, Barbara Aikin, Katherine Russell, Ruth Caldwell, Ella Mae Querteramous and Lula Belle
Hodges. Pictured are, from left, Pauline McCoy, Lula Belle
Hodges and Ruth Caldwell, in front of the Quilt Museum, Paducah, when the department members visited there and also took a
boat trip on the Jubilee.

It's Christmastime

Again...
Let every home be filled with
warmth and friendly cheer.
Let every heart rejoice.
It's Christmastime again!

Frame Village
759-9853

418 Main • Murray
11 A
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Ham for the Ho1icay8

Mrs. Cook is honored
Mrs. Marion Cook was honored recently with a dinner in
celebration of her birthday.
The dinner was on Wednesday.
Dec. 9. It was hosted by Mrs.
Imogene DeWarski at her home

•Cured with real
°Irade"A" honey.
•Spiral-sliced for ease of
serving.
Try our homemade
roils, cakes and pies.

—ft

Primo Time of Memorial Baptist Church will have a Christmas potluck dinner on Thursday, Dec. 17, at 6 p.m. Persons may give $5 instead of bringing a dish. A sign-up sheet is on the bulletin board at the church.

-

from
The Murray Woman's Club Cookbook is made up of the bast recipes
chairman
finance
Shay,
Pam
to
according
ones,
now
plus
previous books,
of the Murray club. The 450-pago, extra large printed book also contains
pictures of historical buildings and *vents of Murray and'Calloway County.
at
The book is $15 per copy which includes salmi tax. Books are availableThe
Ivy,
8
Lace
Marker,
Food
Owisn's
library,
Public
the Calaway County
Treasure House, Santa's Attic, Piro 1 Imports, Bank of Murray downtown
branch, Peoples Bank downtown and North Branch, and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
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753_0000

Club. The
Men's Stag Night will be Thursday. Dec. 17, at Murray Country
menu will
The
person.
per
$7
of
cost
a
p.m.
at
6:30
at
meal will be served
Reservadessert.
and
roll
corn,
beans,
be pheasant, new potatoes, green
tions should be made by Wednesday by calling 753-6113.

Prime Time dinner on Thursday

All Tree
Ornaments

fc't

rionnot mew • teas • soft
• ausi wwwwa • elm • imellist • pin
S.
SI.
12th
SOS

Men's Stag Night dinner Thursday

Present were Mrs. Cook, Mrs.
Audry Sills, Mrs. Elva Coleman,
Mrs. Treys Anderson and Mr.
and Mrs. Nick DeWarski.

SPECIAL*

HRH
UUMPLIN'J
gift baskets!
crime yaw awnspites
•*pow pay & Muth

. Dec. 16, at
The Youth of First Christian Church will meet Wednesday
said the youth will
5:30 p.m. at the church. Debbie Ferguson, youth director,cheer
by caroling.
break up into groups and go out and spread Christmas

MUT Cookbooks available for gifts

•

• 'la/L-(1 vkith
Out "spes.sal
of
honey.
tormula
brown sugar 4nd spiLcs
•Reads to scrvc.
Availabk as a menu
item or as carryout.

Youth will go caroling

on Belmont Drive.

0

Treat your
family or
guests to the
wonderful
flavor of our HONEYCL'RED'
spiral-sliced ham.

Christmas cards
The GAs of First Baptist Church are providing boxes forEducational
Buildthe
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lobby
the
in
located
are
boxes
The
again this year.
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Christmas
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Hazel Decorating Contest planned
of
The bast &Waled home and bast decorated businoss in the city All
prize.
cash
$50
a
awarded
be
each
will
Hazel for the Christmas season
no
homes and businesses wilhing the city limilos of Hazel we eligible and
entries we required. Judging will be done on Dec. 21,22 and 23. This event
will be sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club and the Hazel City Council.
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La Leche League meeting Friday

December 15-21

e
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CALENDAR
Taesday, Dec. 15
Annual Holiday Open
House/ 4 : 3 0 - 6
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Kellie Overbey featured appearance on "Quantum Leap"/7
p.m./NBC Television, Channel 6.

1111

qlt
--mn.

Murray Planning Commissionfl
p.m./Murray City Hall.
Bingo/7 p.m/Knights of Columbus building.

GAMMA CHAPTER MEETING - Penny Easterly, Madisonville,
second left, and Carol Tynes, Benton, second right, are two of the
grant-in-aid recipients of Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International. They were special guests at the November brunch meeting of the Gamma Chapter. Pictured at left is Sue
Roberts, Benton, scholarship chairman, and at right is Milissia
Sledd, Murray, president of Gamma Chapter.

Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson

Wednesday, Dec. 16
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Sunday School Bible
Study/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Family Night at
Christmas/6:3() p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Preschool Children's
Christmas Program/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m. and Adult Disciple
Bible Study/6 p.m.

First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/12 noon/Pagliars;
CFF/5:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir
and Handbell Choir/7 p.m.

Murray Moose Lodge/8 P.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Members of Seventh Grade Choir of Calloway County Middle
School are, from left, Sam Arnett, Whitney Coleman, Jason Pittman, Shea Stonecipher, Rosie Miller and John Yezerski.

CCMS Choir featured

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/7:30 p.m.

Land Between the Lakes' events
much to do." Beth said this prog- Singles Organizational
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This Year
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Library
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events include Parents and
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a
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nicest outing last week - up to
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Three newborn admissions and
Planetarium for the brief Christdismissals at Murray-Calloway
mas program. It was so uplifting.
County Hospital for Monday,
When Beth asked me to go, I
Dec. 14, have been released as
started saying, "Oh, I have too
follows:

Shea Stonecipher, Rosie Miller
and John Yezerski.
The Choir is directed by Mrs.
Nell Earwood. Jana Herndon, an
eighth grade choral student, is
accompanist.
Performances by the choir
were Monday, Dec. 14, at West
View Nursing Home, Fern Terrace Lodge, and First Baptist
Senior Adults.
The Choir will be featured at
the winter concert on Thursday,
Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. at Calloway
The students were dressed in
Middle School. Also feaCounty
1950 attire: poodle skirts, rolledbe the Sixth and Eighth
will
tured
etc.
t-shirts,
up blue jeans, white
Grade Choirs.
Choreography highlighted the
The public is invited to attend.
medley.
will be no admission
There
Arnett,
Sam
include
Members
Whitney Coleman, Jason Pttman, charge.

The Seventh Grade Choir from
Calloway County Middle School
recently presented concerts at
Southwest, North and East Calloway Elementary Schools.
The program consisted ho slections by Mozart and Beethoven, a
Negro Spiritual, and two contemporary pieces of music.
The finale for the concxert was
of songs entitled "Back
medley
a
to the Fifties."

Babies, dzsmzssals listed at hospital

Ridley-Arnett wedding vows
will be solemnized on Sunday
All relatives and friends are
Final arrangements have been
invited to attend the wedding and
completed for the wedding of
the reception.
Diana Carol Ridley and Mark
Todd Arnett.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Michael Travis
Ridley of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Hugh M. Arnett and the late Mrs.
Alberta Arnett of Lynn Grove.
The vows will be solemnized
on Sunday, Dec. 20, at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray.
Dr. David Roos, pastor of the
church, will officiate.
Music will be presented by Lee
Kern, pianist, and Janice Morgan
and Bill Ticknor, vocalists. Music
will also include a string quartet
from Murray State University.
The maid of honor will be Patricia Kelly Ridley, sister of the
bride-elect. Bridesmaids will be
Erin Bogard, Gaye Adams, Marla
Arnett and Betsy Murphy.
Alan Arnett, brother of the
groom-elect, will he best man.
Groomsmen will be Chris SatterMay they be yours
white, Mark Hale, John Kelso
and throughout
now
and Darrell Overby.
register
guest
the
at
g
Presidin
the year.
will be Charlie Williams and
Tory Holton.
Georgiannc Moffitt will direct
the wedding.
A reception will follow the
wedding at the Murray Woman's
Southside Manor
Club House, South Seventh and
753-4383
Vine Streets, Murray.

700efraga
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"I am Laurence Purvis,
the new manager at
Michelson Jewelers in
Murray.I have 12yrs. of
jewelry experience as
both a manager and a
jeweler. My friendly,

December 15-19
/888 'tiff
LIFtritt,

Reg $37.37

45 Pc. Socket Set
Standard 8 Metric sockets in 1/4 light
and 3/8 heavy duty sizes 3/8' drive
reversible ratchet, 4 socket holders
Lifetime Warranty 29328

208

st
U
rilliqq
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
E. Main

qualified staff and I are able to help
you with all your jewelry needs. I
would like to invite you to bring your
jeweery to us for a free cleaning and
inspection. Between now and Christmas I would also like to give you a free
bottle ofjewelry cleaner. I look foward
to seeing you soon."

TWO $50.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
OUR EXPERT SALES ASSISTANTS WILL
HELP YOU SELECT THE JUST PERFECT
GIFT. ENJOY REFRESHMENTS WHILE
YOU SHOP, THEN GET YOUR GIFT
WRAPPED FOR FREE!

the store for all women
COURT SQUARE IN MURRAY

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.

753-3361
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SPORTS
Nutt named MSU's 13th head coach
Arkansas native proves last is not least

s

In a NUTTshell...

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Leiria*/ & Times Sports Editor

•High school AM-Arnenca in football as a quarterback at
As great as University of Arkansas assistant coach
title Rook Central
Houston Nutt looked on paper, it was ultimately his
•All-stale setecsian in basketball as a guard/torward at Lithe
him
Roca Central
enthusiasm and ability to sell himself that landed
II Won the 1976 Orange Bowl and 1077 Southwest Conterthe head coach's position at Murray State University.
basketball championship while at Arkansas
ince
A late entry into Murray State's search for a replaceto Oklahoma State utter his sophomore yew
Transferred
III
Nutt
ment for six -year head coach Mike Mahoney,
where he also played both sports
•Became the only ethane in history to earn letters in both
became the school's 13th head football coach Monday
football and baskotbaH at schools in the Southwest and Big
afternoon.
4
Eight conterenoes
at
today
The university will hold a press conference
•Father, Houston Nutt. Sr played basketball under legento
Stadium
Stewart
Roy
at
Room
p.m. in the Racer
dary coach Henry lba at Oklahoma Alik4 (now OSU)and was
introduce Nutt to the public and make the announceteammate of Eddie Sutton Played one yew under Kentucky
legend Adolph Rupp
ment official.
•Nutt is married to the former Diana Thomas and they have
"I'm excited, no doubt about it." Nutt said Monday
but children Houston Dale Ill, 5, twins Holey Dawn and
evening in a limited phone interview from his FayetteHanna Drew. 4, and Haven Diana, 1.
ville, Ark., home.
Consequently, it was Nutt's exciting personality that
"I liked his enthusiasm, the energy level and excitepropelled him over the other four candidates — Craig
ment that he created," Murray State athletic director
Cason, head coach at Morehouse College: Gary Nord,
Mike Strickland said Monday. "He had everything
offensive coordinator at the University of Louisville:
Dicky Clark, assistant coach at the University of GeorTURN TO PAGE 9
gia: and Leon Hart, head coach at Elon (N.C.) College. •

STATE
IVERSITY

Racer fans back in Hog heaven
FAYETTEVILLE. Ky. — Your
new team has won seven football
games in the last three years.
You won't have a lot of green to
recruit for the blue and gold. Your
fans come out for one game a
year. Homecoming. Twelve starters
have graduated from last year's
team that won two games. And,
the good news last, you play Division 1-AA powerhouse Marshall in
Huntington. W.Va., in your second
game (ever) as a head coach.
Welcome to Murray State Univensty. Coach Nutt. Go to work.
Houston Nutt knew the condition
of the program when he accepted
the position. but now it's all his.
That won't matter to this ultra-

S'EvE PaRKERkeogo- & Times snow
personality asd the ability to
winning
his
used
'Sun
Houston
coach
assistant
Arkansas
sell himself to earn the job of head football coach at Murray State.

Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
positive Arkansas native.
Each and every candidate that
the "Hussung 10" brought in had
strong interviews and solid football
backgrounds. As athletic director
Mike Strickland points out, Murray
State could not have gone wrong
with either of the five.

Dunn missed as Lady Lakers fall to Graves
Peter O'Rciuke said he is not sure
if she will be ready for Friday's
game against Murray.
Another senior, Antonia Dunn
A crippled Calloway Lady
4. ill not see action for at least a
Lakers went to Graves Counts
month. O'Rouke said. The 5-11
last night and ,came back lame
Calloway had a significant sue center hyperextended her elbow
disadvantage and Graves abused Saturday at ()Non Central.
"When you are out-gunned and
them in the paint The Lady Lakout-manned, you are going to
ers lost 45-X1 Not only did thc
loose the game. another of their have trouble," O'Rouke said.
Dunn's presence on the floor
starters is questionable alter
).as sore() missed last night, he
another injury
Senior Leah Darnall (5-10) said Graves has a towering backsprained her ankle and Coach court at 6-0. 6-1 and 6-0. Without

Staff Report
Murray Lodger 5 'mos

playing the big girls.
"Molly did a great job in trying
to stay with the big people," he
said.
Calloway's top gun, Valerie
Shelton, was held to 14 points.
O'Rouke said Graves coach,
David Elliot, told him they were
going to try and shut down
Sheton.
"1 don't think they did that,"
he said.
Graves kept fresh defenders on

Graves Co 111, LADY LAKERS 45
'5 33 55 I — 11.
00 24 31 46 — 45
0.4.42 1811
A 11‘csawir ZS 3 flutherqr S 80/0 7 CoN5r44 2
D44:4. 11 .49.4s 2 Alpo" 2 McManus IS homy 6
POue244 1 3 Caehee TOTALS FG 2266 "how
Paw A'1 .A 19...c92444 7 column). F 7 14'$
9444...442 42 FlaccosS 42
Callowy 146)
Firm" aricA 7 SAN. RUC" S..441, Gamma 1 Ace
" 14Y2 240C12,4 5 .4./04,Poor Jie me Pled
e Gnu,
3 KA Do^".2 Reno*" 2 kit? Roman 2 Vatems
sow*. .4 ...mei Slarbseele Moly ddreeeen 4
TOTALS FG "46 T1wee94.41 3 111141 2 F6941 FT
'323 9404.mes 22 Rocas 23

CAAVE
CAL..040AY

Dunn and then without Darnall,
5-11 sophomore Molly Wisehan
was left with the sole duty of • TURN TO PAGE 9

Knicks stomp Nuggets, Blackman still struggling
NEW YORK iAP , - Not contests A 49.7 percent shooter
many people would have pre- with Dallas, he is hitting at a 40.7
dicted that Rolando Blackman, percent clip with the Knicks.
Blackman scored a season-high
who averaged 19.2 points per
game over his first 10 years in 17 points and, shot 7 for 12 to
Dallas. would still be awaiting a help New York defeat Denver
20-point performance almost 20 106-89, the Nuggets' fifth
games into his first season with straight loss, in the lone NBA
game played Monday night.
the New York Knicks.
"I'm just trying to get to a
Instead, Blackman has
struggled since coming back from lescl of consistency," said
. 2 preseason leg injury to average Blackman, acipired by the
8.1 points per game in his first 16 Knicks in June for a first-round

draft pick.
Charles Smith scored 23 points
and John Starks had 17 for New
York while Herb Williams, who
spelled Patrick Ewing much of
the night, added 10.
Ewing was hampered by a cold
and sat most of the first half with
early foul trouble. He scored 11
points and had four rebounds
against fellow Georgetown center
Dikembe Mutombo, who scored
15 and had 10 rebounds

Blackman scored 13 in the first
half, one of the few bright spots
when the Knicks shot just 41 percent and led 44-39. He scored his
remaining four points in the third
quarter when the Knicks collected their first double-digit
lead.
New York, which has won nine
of as last 12 games, improved to
11-1 at home, the best in the
NBA.

But one thing that culled Nutt
from the rest of the thundering
herd was his dynamic personality.
On Saturday, sitting before a
group of students (2), MSU
officials (4), and media (1), Nutt
energized the CurrisarCenter's Tennessee Room.
He showed more charisma and
compassion for young men, football and coaching than any of the
other four.
As far as the press is concerned. Nutt was the first candidate to go into detail about building character and class in his
players.
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Murray outlasts Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

LADY TIGERS 46, Heath 42 20T
12 24 35 36 39 — 441
$4..ATH
MURRAY

04

15 30 36

211 — 42

Heath (42)
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. —
Skim 15 Branham 4 G WOWS 14 Missof 3 Tilore
Sophomore Bonnie Payne
37/40441 2 TOTALS FO 16 Threspant 3 rFlowws. FT 5-13 Rabounds 36 Record 1 4
scored four of her game-high 17
boom (44)
61 PIVOS ¶7 VIIIIOAK• Lane 3 Rome Flcen,
801
overtime
second
the
in
points
T taxkle 6 Kr% Go949 Slao• Thomas 12 Sarah
Snyder 4 Karim I.9964n 74004 J464n Wry=
period to give Murray High's
Anna Gahm) Poppy Hoped Serie K
COMMA PIM re A11204 emww V./444y Dowdy
Lady Tigers a 46-42 victory
Emirs 6444, (Nos U624.2rg TOTALS FO 16
over Heath.
Threrb-pow 1 (Theynos. FT 11-27 Record 41
Murray, which led by as
Murray couldn't get its shots to
much as 10 in third quarter, saw
drop, according to Harrell.
Heath rally in the fourth to tie
Murray led 18-12 at the half,
the game at 35-apiece on a shot
but missed free throws preat the buzzer. The first overtime
vented them from puuing the
ended 39-all, but Murray scored
game away when they took a
the first five points in the sec10-point lead in the third.
ond over time and held on to
Freshman point guard folimprove their record to 5-1.
lowed Payne's 17 with 12.
"We got out of that one,"
Renee Hombuckle added eight
Lady Tiger head coach Jimmy
and Sarah Snyder chipped in
Harrell explained. "It wasn't
preuy. We were due for a letfour.
down, we had five good games
Harrell attributed the Lady
and one off night.
Tigers' lackluster performance
—The bottom line is that we
to a brutal schedule. The Heath
won and now we're 5-1," Har- -gaine was sandwiched between
rell added. "We wanted to play
the Lady Tigers' 69-60 loss to
well, but if you can win ugly, Marshall on Friday and the
we'll take the win."
upcoming game against rival
Heath frustrated the Tigers Calloway County, Friday night
by slowing down the ballgame. in Racer Arena.

Marino, Dolphin running game too much for Raiders
4'
('

Yuletide #
Greetings
May your holidays
be filled with
love and
friendship.

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th

753-4937

By WILL LESTER
Associate Press Wrttro

_

MIAMI (AP) --- Dan Manno
made two key plays against the
Los Angeles Raiders — one
doing what he does best and the
other avoiding what he does
worst.
The Miami Dolphins star hit
Mark Duper with a perfect
62-yard pass on a third-quarter
flea flicker made possible by the
resurgence of the team's running
game.

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

"I'm supposed to make that
play and I did," Manno said. "It
was set up by the running."
And early in the fourth quarter
when Marino was intercepted by
safety Eddie Anderson 2 yards
deep in the Los Angeles end
zone, he had the last shot at
bringing Anderson down. Instead,
Manno wisely allowed Anderson
and his entourage of blockers to
sail by, even though the touchdown ruined a shutout bid in a
20-7 victory Monday night
"I thought the effort was good

anyway," Marino said of his
non-tackle.
"That was the funniest thing
I've ever seen." chuckled Dolphins linebacker Brian Cox.
Marino isn't paid $5 million a
year to ma.ke heroic but foolish
tackles that could put him on the
shelf for the season.
Certainly the Dolphins defense
was "outstanding" as coach Don
Shula noted, but the Raiders
offense with Jay Schroeder at the
controls was erratic, at best.
The big question for the Dol-

phins is not whether they'll get
into the playoffs, but whether it
will matter if they do.
lithe offense sputters as it has
in recent weeks, none of it will
matter.
This team should be explosive
with Marino, Duper, Mark Clayton — who had five receptions
after his loud complaints last
week — and the addition of running back Bobby Humphrey and
tight end Keith Jackson. But the
offense had scored only twice in
the last 14 quarters entering the

game.
While the offense only scored
a touchdown on the 62-yard
bomb, there was evidence the
Dolphins might be recovering
that elusive balanced attack.
Mark Higgs made an impact on
the ground with 94 yards on 26
carries. He might have gotten 100
yards if he hadn't hurt his ankle
in the fourth quarter.
Shula noted that in a late
fourth-quarter drive ending in
MI TURN TO PAGE 9
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Avid sports fans suffer
low self-esteem problems

Actions& React ions

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
— When your team i0SCS, do you
feel like a loser? You're not
alone, according to a researcher
at Indiana University.
Social psychologist Edward
Hirt, a self-ascribed sports nut.
has studied how fans who identify strongly with a basketball
team often experience a temporary plunge in self esteem after
their team loses.
Hirt studied 87 male and 80
female students — all serious
men's basketball fans — at Indiana University for his study,
which was published this month
in the Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, along with
data from the universities of Wisconsin and Alabama.
The students watched televised
Indiana games, then were asked
to answer written questions and

LOCAL BASKETBALL

^

Graves County's freshman girls defeated Calloway County 35-20 Mon•
day night Jackie Guerin lad the way tor the Lady Lakers with 12 points.
Stephanie Holland added four, while Cass4 Maness and Regina Tabors
each scored two points and pulled down five and four rebounds,
rospoctivoly.
• Murray Middle School's eighth grade boys basketball team toll 55-48
at Fulton County Middle Monday night. Marvellous Foster led the Tigers
with 24 points and seven rebounds. Allen Thompson Scored five and Al
Plan, John David Poynor, and Markonny Foster all had four. Shaun Gordon added two points.
'Sara Williams scored 11 points and pulled down 13 rebounds to load
Murray Middle's eighth grade gals team to a 49-15 win over Fulton County. Joanne Maddox added 11, while Stephanie Walters pitched in eight
and Mary Kay Howald, seven. Melissa Villatlor finished with five points,
while Susan Knob, Courtney Christopher and LaCosta Beane all had two
Murray Middle's next action will be at home against South Marshall in a
boys/girls' doubleheader.

•Dunn missed...
FROM PAGE 8
Shelton all night, O'Rouke said.
She never had an open shot but
she continued to contribute, he
said.
The Lady Lakers played hard
but they were destroyed in the
paint. They were out-rebounded
23-44. Only eight of Graves'
shots came from the parameter.
Calloway's t)ench is slowly
dwindling as well. O'Rouke said
he was able to rotate six or seven
girls while Graves substituted at
least 11. The Lady Laker bench
added eight points to the score
while the Graves County bench
dumped in 31.
O'Rouke said he will wait until

later in the week to come up with
a plan against Murray. He said he
wants to set how Darnall's ankle
is healing.
• In junior varsity action, the
Lady Lakers lost to Obion Central 30-43 Saturday. Jackie Geurin
was the leading scorer with 17.
Mitzi Rickman grabbed eight
rebounds while Linda Stubblefield pulled down seven.
• Against Graves County last
night, Calloway lost 45-40. Rickman scored 11 while Stephanie
Holland added 11 coming off the
bench. Stubblefield had eight
rebounds on the night. The team
record slipped to 2-2.

Good service,
Like a good neightx%
age,
State Farm Ls thert,
good cover
good price -

perform a series of simple tasks,
such as throwing balls at a target.
They also viewed slides of
people of the opposite sex and
rated how they thought those
people might react if the student
asked him or her out for a date.
Using complex mathematical
computations, the researchers
determined that fans who had just
watched their team lose had lowered estimations of how they
could perform the tasks. And fans
who had just witnessed a victory
estimated their abilities higher
than a control group that had not
watched a game.
Also, people in the "win
group" were more confident
about landing a date.
Hirt cautioned, however, that
the effects "were on people's
expectations of themselves," not
on how they actually performed.

0.40.m

That's
State Farm
insurance." State Farm Insurance Companies
Home offices Bloomington Illinois

1

mittee met to discuss inviting a
replacement and Nutt was the
next name on the list of 71
applicants.
"It says a lot about Houston
that he came in and won it (the
job)," Strickland said. "He has a
lot of confidence in his ability to
come in and sell himself."
Nutt was also a hit with the
Racer seniors-to-be.
"I feel pretty good," said
senior quarterback Butch Mosby.
"He was my choice."
"They let us have our own
individual meeting with each
coach," senior offensive lineman
Norman Mims explained. "(MSU
president Ronald Kurth) and Mr.
Strickland let us have a say so.
When it came right down to it,
we got the coach we wanted."
Nutt comes to Murray State
after being asked last week to

titan

sv.

New England Patriots, are likely
to get into the playoffs. But how
far they go will depend heavily
on the rejuvenated running game
setting up the passing attack.
Hence one of the worst missed
tackles you're ever likely to see.
The 31 -year-old Marino who
has been one of the most durable
quarterbacks in the league despite
knee problems admitted he was
aware of the possibility of an
injury.

resume his duties as wide receivers coach at Arkansas under
recently-named head coach Danny Ford. Nutt has spent the last
three years as wide receivers
coach at Arkansas.
Prior to going to Arkansas,
Nutt spent six season as an assistant at Oklahoma State University, where he also coached wide
receivers. He served as an assistant for one spring at Arkansas
State University.
His first coaching experience
came as a graduate assistant at
Oklahoma State and Arkansas.
Nutt comes from a family of
coaches. His father, Houston
Nutt, Sr., now retired, is a former
athletic director and basketball
coach at the Arkansas School for
the Deaf.
Nutt also has three younger
brothers who are coaches: Den-

Nw vow C ohm Joirri
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•Nutt named MSU's 13th head coach...
FROM PAGE 8
going for him; a great background. I was impressed with the
coaches he studied under."
Strickland was referring to
Frank Broyles, Lou Holtz, Jimmy
Johnson, Eddie Sutton and Gene
Keady, all of whom either coached Nutt as a football or basketball
player at the University of Arkansas and later, Oklahoma State
University.
"We had to go with a feel,"
Strickland added. "We did such
thorough background checks that
it was a matter of seeing what
connects."
Nutt, 35, arrrived on campus
Friday for his interview with various Murray State groups. He
entered the picture when University of Illinois offensive line
coach Mike Deal decided to withdraw from the process last Monday. The 10-member search corn-
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•Marino, Dolphins...
FROM PAGE 8
scored anyway."
So Brian Cox laughs. And the
Dolphins close in on the playoffs.
Pete Stoyanovich's field goal the
Dolphins were "controlling the
line of scrimmage and the backs
were running hard and getting
some yardage for us."
"It was good to see," Shula
said. "There's been a long dry
spell with the running game."
The Dolphins, with games left
against the New York Jets and

PAGE 9
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nis, an assistant basketball coach
at Westark Community College;
Dickey, an assistant basketball
coach at Arkansas State; and
Danny, an assistant football
coach at Arkansas State
University.
Nutt is charged with turning
around a football program that
finished 2-9, 3-8 and 2-9 the last
three seasons under Mahoney.
Mahoney was asked to step down
by the university on Oct. 27.
On Sunday, the search committe met for six hours before proposing two names for Strickland
and search committee chairman
Dr. Karl Hussung, faculty representative at Murray State, to
take to Kurth.
Terms of the contract were not
released. Nutt's first official bussiness will be to meet with the
team tonight at 7 p.m.

Ultimate Communications
Tim Robertson
Ans. 753-8060 Res. 436-5682
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II Racerfans back...
FROM PAGE 8
He was the one, and only, candidate to strongly announce his
intentions (to the press) to get out
into the community and build
support for Murray State football.
And, he announced that he'd hit
the dorm rooms and fraternity
houses and plead the student
body to rally behind their team.
From public relations and
marketing standpoint, athletic
director Mike Strickland has
already discussed the promotion
of Nutt.
"Obviously, he's an asset to
us," Strickland said on Monday.
"He'll sell tickets."
In the short time that he's had
a football coach. Strickland has
already talked about getting Nutt
out to the various groups.
Just as important as it is for
Nutt to sip coffee in Murray, the
university needs to cross the Calloway County line and introduce
itself to supporters outside of this
community who want to be apart
of Murray State athletics but feel
like outsiders.
Murray State has a coach that
it can promote who is willing to

do what's necessary to build support. Now, it's their turn to finish
what they've started and not
leave Nutt on an island to fend
for himself.
• • • •
Wh0000000a, Racer! S000eee,e y!
When Strickland said that the
university would follow the same
course to find a new football
coach that it did to grab Racer
basketball coach Scott Edgar, he
wasn't kidding.
Edgar and Nutt are close
friends from their days as assistant coaches at Murray State's
sister school, the University of
Arkansas.
For those that think Edgar got
Nutt the job, WRONG!
Edgar merely mentioned to
Strickland that Nutt would be
someone to call, and the searcn
committee took it from there.
• Edgar celebrated his 37th
birthday Monday night by taking
his family, mainly young son
Scott William, to Chuck E.
Cheese's in Paducah. Imagine the
intense, no-nonsense Edgar at
Paducah's pizza funhouse. "Hi

kids, welcome to Chuck E.
Cheese's. Tonight's big birthday
boy is Scott..."
Well, he's still a dad.
• • • •
Hats off to the search committee, chaired by Dr. Karl Hussung,
professor of chemistry and faculty representative at Murray State.
Their study of each candidate
was thorough before the first
coach hit campus. Their preinterview background work eliminated the possibility of them
selecting the wrong person.
Helmets off to search committee member Eric Crigler. The former Racer offensive lineman and

All-OVC tackle in 1988 and '89
went beyond the call of duty in
order to ensure that his alma
mater got the best possible coach.
Crigler, who played with the
Cincinnati Bengals of the NFL
and then two teams in the World
League, spent three weeks away
from his Louisville home, and his
wife, the former Wege Rushing
of Murray, to come to the aid of
his school.
Members of the search committee were: Hussung, Strickland,
Crigler, Craig Hobson, E.W.
Dennison, Van Haverstock, Don
Kassing, Jan Weaver, Doc Simmons, Don Robertson.

ns & tuxedos.
Formal gow
(In stock now
61%

i

Olympic Plaza
Murray
Labgtt's
753-1300

A
LIK
HEAVY DUTY WASHER

Show Your
Christmas Spirit!

I
.

Join The Medicine Shoppe in our
•
•
food drive!
Now through Dec. 23, receive 25#z Off
on any purchase for each can of food donated.
Help us cover the base ofour Christmas tree, and the Medicine Shoppe
will match all food donations received by customers!
AU cans collected will go to Needlinel
*Not valid with snore Mae 40 cans or food items.

edicinc
•Nor !

Purdom Motors, Inc.

Moo.-FrL 9-6
Sat. 9-1
12th & Olive Sta.,
Murray
759-924.5

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!
753-1 71 3
Court Square - rvlurray

(Ifilsinfolith • P.orit#### • Putt I,. • Citoltlfil#
753 5315
I100 llss. 121

•

""
.
-1-7"
"

Only $

•Large Capacity
.3 Wash/Rinse Temperature 10 Vane Agitator
Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty •WT

1992 Roadmaster Wagon

towing pkg.
All power, remote entry, 350 V-8, air bag, ABS,
Only 4,xxx miles.

348.

Model
itAW-200GW

P"'Frr -7r.4

'f

•

c"
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Enter FOOTBALL
NTEST
Our
Weekly

The '93's
Are In —
Stop By Today for a
Test Drive!
41.1.-11
2. San Francisco vs. Tampa Bay
FORD
1.' E riCuRv
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
502-753-5273

71 Main. St

Your Complete
Golf Shop
Equipment
Repar Service
00g
'
P251
P2.6

.iqC1

753-2282
1:2 N. 15th St.
- Green Bay vs. LA. Rams

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

C

To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the opposing teams
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number on your official entry form
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25 and will be announced on next
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who guesses the total game scores or is
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited to one entry per person.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.

Tackle A Pizza at Gatti's!
1—

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Dec. 19-21
20
"NY Giants
23
;Saturday) Kansas City
toward
The giants have had an easy time with the Chefs since they first met in 1974, winning five of their six games. But as KC. marches
the AFC West eve. that trend won't continue
14
Tampa Bay
33
—San Francisco
be closer than
An even more lopsided senes, led 9-1 by the 49ers, who last played the Bucs in 1990, winning 31-7. This game may
expected, because Tampa Bay's offense isn't as bad as its record.
13
New England
17
(Sunday) —Cincinnati
year they're
straight
third
the
For
year.
last
29-7
and
1990
in
41-7
Patriots,
the
manhandled
have
Bengali
the
meetings
two
In taw last
playing in Cincy, and the 13engals sal look stronger
25
Houston
27
—Cleveland
24-14
won
and
passing
of
yards
70
only
with
game
the
of
out
Moon
Warren
forced
offense.
Oilers'
the
S41 weeks ago the Browns shut down
In the playoff picture, the rematch looms large
. . 16
Seattle
24
— Denver
Seehawks won in
The first Denver-Seattle game three weeks ago lacked anything approaching inspired play, but didn't lack drama,as the
oversm• 16-13 Denver should manage to avoid a dramatic repeat.
20
Chicago
21
"Detroit
later
When the delending NFC Central champion Lions lost 27-24 to the Bears in the season opener, it looked like the two teams would
bads for the division tile Little cbd we know
22
L A Rams
26
— Green Bay
Bay's improvement has
The Rams have won tour of they Last five games against the Packers. including a close one last year,23-21. Green
been one of the many surpnses in the NFC Central
14
NY Jets
20
— Miami
December
In week eight. Ken O'Bnen replaced Browning Nagle and led the Jets to a 26-14 upset of kliami--pust as he led the Jets to a
overtime victory last year Perhaps Olinen should start this one
. 27
—Pittsburgh
28
.
Minnesota
are in need of
This could be a great game between warns that haven't met since 1989 Both have outstanding defenses, but the Vikings
some leadership at quarterback and a heathy Cris Carter
. 23
Buffalo
30
New Orleans
a Super
becoming
of
chance
better
a
have
would
This
break.
three-year
a
taken
thars
nvalry
another
in
game.
greet
another
This could be
Bowl matchup if Buffalo weren't so strangely inconsistent
26
Washington
29
—Philadelphia
and
Walker
Herschel
bock
running
Eagle
down
shutting
(ctober,
in
met
they
when
16-12
won
Washington
East
A huge game in the NFC
sacking the madly saambling Randall Cunningham five tomes
17
**Indianapolis
22
Phoenix
Playing in a stronger
The Cardinals have won four straight from the Colts dating beck to 1980. but this year we could almost toss a coin
division, Phoenix looks weaker, but should won at home 23
„,
**L A Raiders
24
San Diego
' efs the blowing
' pummeled the Chi
The Radars mode one mistake after another n a 27-3 loss to the Chargers three weeks ago, but then
week Anythrig can happen. but S 0 still looks too hot for L.A
19
**Atlanta
. 31
(Monday) Dallas
resembling
Whol stop the Cowboys/ Certainly not the Falcons, though they played a dose game last yesr, won by Deltas 31-27 Anything
an offense can score almost at will against the Falcons

T
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGattl
Lunch Buffets

2 All-You-Can-Eat

Only $599

Only S699

Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets

4. Cleveland vs. Houston

— The best pizza in town. 7fogrAti—

a tr§

CAI!.

ffffAlIff, ,.
1oreu:eet.,4 7,17161Ce...
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0 1992 Sonc Indostnes Inc

217 S. 12th Street
759-9885
9. Minnesota vs. Pittsburgh
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LAST WEEK'S WINNER
5. Denver vs. Seattle

_

_

Matt Bartholomy
1638 Olive Street
Murray

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831

/

-

N
r
t

asyswwwa.e.4 t
Nir,....

1. Kansas City vs. N.Y. Giants
1

Matt had only one incorrect pick in last week's contest.

l

)

HIGHLIGHTS
A ut of ,ery good teams lost arliti tied., a lot of strange games this season, but the picture at the lop of the Top 20
S I cc
,"..

^td wood Pver

ke

• Pat a' I '<PSC

•1
• -e•ioir-

'arikings Shout be prery dear by Jan 2 We said should The Miami Hurricanes are our choice to win their New Year's
-:ay Sugar Bowl matchup we Alabama and with it the national championship, but to be the unanimous choice they'll
:
need the hetp of a Notre Dame win over Texas MM in the Cotton Bowl If Miami loses and Texas MM wins, the Aggies
should be the choice If both lose they create a beg mess, because, uniortunate4y, Texas A&M is playing Florida State
if the Aggies and Seminoles went head to head. either learn would have a legitimate clam on the title it the event of a

at Kea

at .0. Pperl. PNC S

r

SA 40
9f
36,
1

759-9831

Compare our auto
and homeowner rates

Cain's Val
CHRYSLER•PLYAIOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448

12. Phoenix vs. Indianapolis

UNIVERSITY

chant). the Southeastern Here's the breakdown

- Pacific,'
2 - Arlsrmc Coss*
3 - Sceteasten4 - Big Egr•
5 - By Eas'
6- Big Ter
7 - Six.tiwes'
- Wester9 - ted Anwrcar
'0- Big West
•

Give us a call for a quote.

Ross Insurance,,
Agency qiivra

=TIRE AND AUTO
945
9 E
9' 5
907
882
87 0
859
82 7,
7' 3
69 2

684
672
666
665
646
576
553
543
542
537

11 - Gateway
12 - Soutorm
13- Big Sky
14 - Southland
15- Yankee
16 - Western
17- Gull South
18- North Central
19 - Mid-Eastern
20 - Oho Vale/

We've teamed up
with ;cell),
ire:

We now a o service lent
Master. A paintless dent
removal system.

3. Cincinnati vs. New England

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Carry-Out Special
One Large One Topping Pizza

$4.99

Expires 1443
/XI d a' partOpatwic StOrlIS only Nor vied with any taw oflor
P,doi wlsof wary Customer pays ambit tax %Owe apparel*,
Deimowy wee tensed to ensues see'*wine Our &moms cony
was them 120 00 Our Sneers are mos penalized lot iine
10. New Orleans vs. Build°
des""inell

6. Detroit vs. Chicago
753-4994
1406 Main

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

753-0489

Tic Breaker: Pick the exact total score of

Name
Address
Phone

for

quality and value!

Ronnie Ross and Danny Ross
6th & Main

4

ADVANTAGE:

Miami loss Arid we thought the 'coalition' concept would he Playoffs. anyone?
The coallion of bowl game returnees certainly remains strong Twenty-frve of the 38 learns that parliapaled vi post
season play last year are back again For many of them it seems, a season isn't complete without a bowl game
appearance
Our forecasting average continued its three-year climb this season, rising steadily through the MI before dipping
sightty late in the schedule This year we pecked a total of 2.244 games, 40 01 which ended in ties. We were riggt on
1 660 of the remaining 2204 arid wrong on 544, for a final percentage of .753
Finally. here's our annual ranking of the top 20 college conferences, based on the average of our power quotients for
`he learns xi each of 70 conferences On the strength of Top 20 seasons by Anzona, Southern Cal, Stanford and
Washington. the Paz-10 a back at the top of the list for the forst time in lour yea's, three points ahead of last year's

Keith's
Lawn &
Tractor Center
80 E Main

1 A Winning
iCombination

San Diego vs. LA. Raiders

1.
2.

7
8.

3.
4.
5.
6.

9
10.
11
12.

All Entries Should Be ‘Ilailed or Dropped

PIZZAL

Points

My Pick

4AJORKK
- Pt.,yf

DelweA.,77.

11. Pftilodelphia vs. Washington
75666
Off At:

.
1

.

Large SingirTowin Pizza
1 Order
95
Breadsticks
+ Tax
2

l Ink
:
a

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Kv 42071
entries must be melted es the Ledger I Times by Friday, Dec. 18 or in our otfice by Fri., Dec. 11 M 5 p.m.
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Classified
1( )

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 cm.
Tuesday Edition
7
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
\ ti \
010
020
02$
030
040
050

i
Laffel Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

...Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Food & Solid

190 .
370 ....
390
400
550

410

Public Sale

070 ----Domestic & Childcare

640

For Trade

Situation Wanted
090
100 ............Business Opportunity

660

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

We also have meat,
vegetables & fruit
trays available.

KFC

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and 'nonapproved• charges can
cause your out-orpocket
expenses to rreaunt up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $652 in 1992
For more in forma u on
call

025

Pomo&
CHRISTIAN Dating 8
Friendship Service For
free information packet call
1-800-829-3283
CHRISTMAS Rentals Deluxe Santa suit economy
santa suit, grandmother
santa suit, scrooge suit
Carter Studio 753-8298

McConnell
insurance Agency

Murray &
Mayfield, Ky.
753-7101

MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic gifted from God Special $500 502 554 7904

753-4199
"our 29th year ofservice-

ANNUAL Christmas Sale at,
Paris Landing Country
Store 2056 off all sales over
$10 00 entire month of De
camber Open Sam until
dark every day Hwy 121
lust before Hwy 79 Look for
helicopter

FORREST
BLUE PRINTS
Drawings For New
Homes 8 Additions
753-9688

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches.
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tues
1800-649 31304

LOST Teacup Poodle
chocolate color, has only
one eye wearing turquoise
harness, lost in Independence Church area Nov
30th Family pet 753-3114
or 753-5451

RENT A Jolly Santa Claus
years of experience Beautiful suit and accessories
Available for parties or individuals 437 4373 after
5Pm

Oaceip

300000CXXXXXX3000/
x
DOLL HOUSE
CAFIC
X
X
Dancers
x
x H Exotic
Ten
71 East Peas, Tenn
Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.-2 cm X
X
X
901-642-4297
)0000000QCXXXXXXX

x

- 0,
64

By Way of
the Grapevine
IC

Great gifts or giving or
C
decorating your home. New
daily shipments of Christmas items. Father Christmas, pewter & stoneware.
Special holiday pricing on
Christmas Shades & Santa

BABYSITTER needed to
care for three year old boy
in home and perform light
housecleaning References required For additional information call
436-2848

afghans.

I Gift Certificates Available
121 South to Old Salem Road
WocL-liat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 2-6 p.m.

5

COAL truck drnier needed
for over the road Salary
negotiable depending on
experience start after first
Call
of the year
901 -247-3957
COMPUTERS. UNIX operating system knowledge required IBM System 36 and
RPG expenence helpful
Send resume to BancServ,
Inc 2545 East Wood
Street, Pans, TN 38242

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
to Sq Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hate Rom 1/4 Male
1400.14101 1 00050./A1 014
014 11 TO 101 IJUN IC
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

COUNSELOR Student
Support Services, full time
position to begin January 4,
1993 Qualifications Bachelor's degree required,
master's degree preferred
in counseling or related
held Proven written and
oral communication skills
Experience in working with
disadvantaged youth
Knowledgeable and skilled
in personal counseling,
teaching. academic advising, testing. and financial
aid filing procedures Responsibilities Coordinates
counseling program, conducts group and individual
counseling, teaches selfrealization course, maintains and updates student
files, participates in education and personal
diagnosbc/prescripbve assessment and planning
Salary commensurate with
experibnce and education
Send resume, (3) references and letter of application to Velvet Wilson, Director, Student Support
Services, 1 Murray St, Murray KY 42071 3313 Deadline for applications a December 22, 1992 Murray
State University does not
discriminate on basis of
race, color. origin. sex or
disability in its programs or
activities For more infor
mabon contact the Murray
State University office of
Equal Opportunity at
502-7623156

America's Second Car

Ugh;Duckling
CEM
adlealZIECoast
Locations Coast to

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licen
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

DISTRIBUTORS for aN na
tural products, good money
and incentives Call
436-2000
MIG welders needed, en mediate openings temporist shift
ary help
fiam 2 30prn Second shift,
3prro-11 30prri Vegan Mete& Sedalia 336-11960

McConnell Ins Agency
F 0(1 c),tv
L1ilrtty
r.1,iin
lth irt

-

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mubil• Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

280

300 ..

Bldg
Ky

a

Bus:mares Rentals

420 ........ .............. Horne Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

438

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440 ......... .

....Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

Help
Wanted

DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future') We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, it you are not in
school Call 753 9378 five
days a week between
8 00am 3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Counal
JTPA

WE VE got a 'state of the
art- product thats in great
demand To earn higher
than normal income loin
our sales staff Call
753 9999 for appointment

ENERGETIC caring LPN
needed for 2pm-lOpm shift
at Britthaven of Benton
Apply between 8arn 4pm
Mon Fri
OFFICE Manager for physiaan in Murray Must have
medical practice expen
ence including bookkeeping, insurance and business procedures Non
smoker For immediate
consideration fax resume
cover letter, and salary history to 615 824 6879
PAINTERS Residential
experience needed for
local contractor Taxes
withheld weekly pay
753-2407 or 753-9382
PART time position for
gymnastics instructor
753-1976 01 753-6705
START Immediately! Earn
up to $75/hr for home assembly or we'll pay you
$178 Easy work Excellent
pay/benefits Full/part time
No exp required Call
1-800-435-9705 Ext
187-2
WANTED barmaids waitresses, dancers. $500 Plus
weekly Doll Rouse Cate,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am
WENDY s is now hiring for
all shifts Day and night
Apply at Wendy's Murray,
daily between 2pm 4prn
Ask for a manager

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furrushings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
Pete & Supplies

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Composts
COMPUTERS Sales 8
Service free set up 8 train
mg home/office Hawkins
Research, 753-7001

WILL stay nights with elderly Call 753 4590 after
5pm
WILL stay with elderly
references
have
436-2305, 753 1541

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns and pis
tpls Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901 642 6290

CARPENTERS helper,
have transportation tools
trailers etc Ready to work
474 8855
DEGREED Accountant
seeks permanent full time
position 15. years expen
since in GiL, kR AP and
PiR Call 489 2877 or write
Accountant Route 1 Box
284 Murray KY 42071
SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061
100
Eiusln•se
Ccportunity
BREAKTIME Billiards, Dixieland Shopping Center
Owner wants offer
or
5 0 2 4 4 2 2900
443-3505 ask for Lu Ann or
Harold
110
Instruction
COMPUTER Technology
Plus offers Computer
courses business, private
instruction including CAD
programs 759-9158
120

Compimrs
NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer. $195
753-7001.

Full-time Classified Ad Clerk/Receptionist.
Must have computer knowledge, good typing
and proofreading skills. Must work well with
the public. Apply by sending resume to PO Box
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071

No phone calls please.
Temporary typesetting position open. Must
have experience using adwriter or pagemaker.
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
42071

14" CHAIN saw like new.
$95 492 8126
1988 Panasonic FP 1530
Genesis color on color co
pier 753-1970
ASHLEY wood stove with
blower 759 4144
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

FRED'S Home Crafter
Woodwork on sale Displayed at University Tire
1406 Main St Ph
753-4994, 759-4675 Items
made to order

HOLIDAY SALE
Cross Stitch Books
sios

Sewing & Quilting
Notions 20%"
Fabrics Reduced

Cross Stitch
Patterns & Kits

1/2

"
Pri

The Magic
Thimble Inc.

753-7001
HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you Maskaaatething to sell, here's the .ay to make your
,rrlre heard Ws the Kentucky Statewide Classtfied Network
For S149. you can place s 20-word ad in SO Kentucky
newspapers with a preenual audience of more than 1.000,000
readers
We've sold everythun from 'floqun. to station .sione
From steel huddings to sewing machines
Contact the newspaper for details Tlien get reedy to sell

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

753-1916

FRANCHI 48AL, hunter
model, 12-ga , 26Mod -V R ex cond $325
753-3648

210
Firewood
A 1-A FIREWOOD service,
$30 rick delivered
492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
SEASONED firewood oak
753-5476

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

813 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky
759.4769
LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
rentals
and sportswear
gowns and tuxedos Ruth s
See and Sew. Country
Square 1608 N 121 Murray 753 6981
ROCKING horses all
sizes In time for Christmas
753 6249
SEARS energy saver a/c
18 000 BTU Maple dining
table and 4 chairs All like
new 759-1085
WEAR It Again Sam flannel
rompers es seen at Aurora
Craft Farr, great selection
492-8575
WOOD and metal shelving
wood storage urea; wood
tables. wood desk
753-4541 days
limits [Rom Sviit
Piro/40d NeiIlk But,
Flutovoted Nett Moil
312 PA3In St • Moot)
753-8687
''V

280
Mobile
Mows For

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hoboes Corn and
Card Shop. 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets. paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp suppies are featured along
with our coins and coin

Rent

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
TRAILER for rent, 2br,
stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer, on private lot
Hwy 80 East of Hardin,
$200 plus depsoit
502 354 8880

4 CAR dean up shop of
lice paved lot air
753-4509
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, full time small
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

QUALITY built, energy efficient homes at affordable
prices' If you compare qual
ity insulation, set-up and
FOR Rent Business Retail
options, you will find we or
Office Space in S Side
have the best housing
Shopping Center
value Dinkins Mobile
753-4509 or 753 6612
Homes. Inc. Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 1 800 642-4891
USED mobile homes for
sale, several to choose
from, prices starting at
$2495. includes free delivery and set-up Hurry before they're all gone, Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
East, Paris, TN
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2,
1-800-533-3568 (TN)
280
Mobilo
Homes For Rant
2BR. water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753 9898

KIMBALL church organ for
sale, $1000 obo Contact
DRAFTING table and chair, Rev Denton, 753-5809
435-4496 or 489-2321
OLDER piano for sale,
EXTRA nice 25" Color Trak good condition, $1010 Call
RCA color console TV with 759-1260, ask for Andy
remote control cabinet like
PIANO tuning John
new,$250 Quilting frames
Gottschalk 753-9600
kerold. $25 Old Scotty
osene lamp with dogs UPRIGHT piano tuned and
painted around bowl $20 ready to play, $100
489 2703
753-7266

The Murray Ledger & Times

Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
visA / MasterCard accepted

25g per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5g per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

"JUST in time for Christmas' Bank Repo' $500
down, $174 per month
14x$p, 3 bedroom 2 bath
nice :home, 1988 model
Also free delivery and set
up Must see at Volunteer
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 901-642-4466

DELICIOUS SWEET POTATOES' Just $8/bushel
Order early for holidays
759-4989

Quilting Books &
Patterns 20% en

Home or Office Computer on-site
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.

BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances. and Misc. Items
Use Our layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

COLLECTION of Charles
Frace' Wildlife Prints, Snow
WOOD for sale, $30/rick,
Leopards, Seals, 1973 to
seasoned oak 474-8086
present Everything must
gol 753-7419 after 4pm

No phone calls please.

Computers

Reader Ads:

HEY Da& How about giv
wig your family the nice
home they deserve for
Christmas. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, double siftion home
for only $975 'down and
$203 per month Total price
$18,900
Volunteer
Homes, Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 901-642-4466.

KING size waterbed with
rails lights and mirrors on
headboard, storage drawers underneath, like new
condition Call 527-1051

HAND made knives
753-2498

All

$5.00 Column inch
Display Ads
40% Discount and Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Withui 6 Day Period
SITS per column nun extra for Tuesday'
ping Guide)

Homes For Salo

THELMA'S BARGAIN

070
Domestic
Mare

Display Ads

270

120

Help
Wanted

EASY Work' Excellent payl
Assemble products at
home Call toll free,
1-800-467 6226 ext 8047

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

REAl. ESTATE SALES

05l)

TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 7e per
foot Makes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
KFC would like to
let you know about
our catering service. If you're having a special dinner
or party we would
be happy to cater or
deliver your order.

I ItANSPORTA 110\
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parte
Heed Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motor.

Notes

Nodes

Notice

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating Arid Cooling
Services Offered

020

020

020

120
230
250
290
530 ........

NIISCELLA NEl/CS

Help Wanted

110

Iiitl I '-.I.II. Wt.\ 1 NI.

SI It% 11

FARNIERS

EMPLOYMENT
060

()HAUL.: HOURS: N1un.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Classified Ad Hates

ADJUSTMENTS

1. ‘N. Al)_

753-1916
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MOBILE home for rent on
private lot 1 mile East on
Hwy 94 DepoVt required
753 5536

1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
apartments, nice, new university. 38x house, 1604
Main St. central gas heat,
a/c, near campus,
$450/mo 753-6111 days,
753-0606 nights
1BR duplex low utilities
references and deposit re
quired no pets, $185
753-3949
1BR, nice. near MSU All
utilities paid Coleman RE
753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-1109.

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT
New 3 BR Ranch. Enemy efficient,
brick home with 2 full baths, fireplace, central heat and air, vaulted
ceiling, dishwasher, range, wall to
wall carpeting, skylight, conventionally built on crawl space over
1550 sq. ft: for only $48,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

•

Satisfied Customers Since 1958
(502)554-3267
(502)582-1800
Basement & Garage Optional

supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Cen
ter in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buy
Ws of coins and stamps
Call 502 753-4161

CUST061 KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 11/000WORKJP4G
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

250
Business
Services
KEN-TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specializing in criminal civil,
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations, Soul/side Shopping Center. Suite #102,
Murray, 753 2641

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4

Service on all brands window air conditioners
washers - dryers
freezers
refrigerators
microwaves dishwashers gas it electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

Mobile
Homo For Sale

753-5341 or 753-1270

1973 ROYALE 12x65 2bt
bath, $ 4 50 0
14
753 6461

ENJOY this Christmas in a
new home from Volunteer
Homes We'll give you the
best home for your hard
roamed doter. and yeti" be
giving your family tie 'best
Christmas gift vocal- Only
5% down on new and used
homes with no payMents
until next year Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 Pans. TN
901 642 4.466

1

I APPLIANCE REPAIR I

270

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric seIVIOSS 200
amp $375 100 amp $.325
435-4027

.Drop by 8. see our showroom
1.1,JR0AY (Bionr.:1 Bunny BmaC
NE
'53 5940

...,

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Na

ihre

•-••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
ERFor Reet

1 ROOM eNtoency openment. very near MSU
available now Coleman
RE 753-9696

3BR 2 bate condominium
753 3293 alter 60m

2 BEDROOM duplex
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
$355 discounted rent Can
tel heat Lease deposit no
pets Refrigerator stove
dishwasher included
759-9874

Lasater*
6 Scopus*

Kona
For Sale

Bola
& Maws

10. ACRES partially
wooded with creek plus
nice 31:w home sist wiring
for you Reduced to
$48500 MIS 104536 Call
Kopperud Realty
'53 1222

1989 STRATOS 201 Pro
bass boat 201" 2001ip
Manner Outboard Motor
Guide Brute 765 tolling
motor Lowrance X SO
LCD Lowrance in dash
Saw bun seat with power
pro pole and Much more
Well maintained we re
cords Reasonably priced
DON 7 MISS THIS ONE
Cali 618 435 3028 after
4Cirn

38R 2 bash living room
cloning room and den Many
recent updates Move in
condition Pr icled in me
$80s MIS 114430 Contact
Rea'ty
Kopper
753-1222

Swims
011srsd

$srvkies
Offered
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff I %Geyer) Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
arid Cooling Service Corn
pleb) installation and sac
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754
DRYWALL finishing me
pairs additions and blow
'rig ceilings 753 4761

PAINT Jobs $250 SAS
Auto Body Shop
759 1553
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
Free (PalPLUMBING
mate* Allordable rate
Same day 114110nCe All work
guaranteed 492 8816

TODAY'S t'HILDREN have such strong curiosity that they will ask
questions about anything and everything! Wise parents will give these outspoken youngsters intensive instruction in courtesy, kindness and tact. Otherwise, their insistence on "getting the details" could offend others. Athletic
and outgoing, these Sagittanans usually get along well with their peers.
They enjoy spending time outdoors and will probably not he happy in a job
that keeps them at a desk all day. Sales is just one field these persuasive and
mobile Sagittanans should investigate.
Ti
Cr

HOS.

kane Dixon's ben wiling hiri
nerday. I odo And Foppi,
xdnr a revised and updated .opy
Assokos) Can Help You Find Your Place m God's Plan: send 10141 plus Si postage and handling

to Dixon. ii Andrews and kit Merl. P0 Hot 419130, Kansas Cu). Mo (4141 Make hes ks pm aisle io
Andress% and Ms Merl 1

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. DO:
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
You are in the driver's seat where
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
FENCE sales at Sears
negotiations are concerned. Charge!
Be more tactful and your home life
now Call Sears '53-2310
Your intuition tells you which peoGA E S BO RO u GH hoe*
will become deeply rewarding.
Hudson rock haulROGER
tO, free estimate for your ing gravel, sand din, driveAKC Golden Retrievers 'vetoing •2 oolongs hardple and financial deals are hest.
members play a larger role
Family
needs
29R carpeting. drapes, ref . Miniature Schnauzers wood floors and a lovely
way rock 753-4545, in the decisions you make in early
Take aim for the good life.
A 1 TOWN/country yard
greatroom with +evades
dishwasher vett hook-up, wormed and shots
753 6763
Construction
FORREST
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(f):
and•
interest
their
Welcome
1993.
mowing landscaping tree
Ado trw •Nearkipti of a for
central ha, $350/mo De SO2 6612301
Remodeiing additions re
Act on your instincts when handling
outlook will
business
The
help.
light
removal
TANK
SYSTEM.
tree
SEPTIC
Miming
posit required No pets
4
room
bedoin.rig
pair paining odunterlops.
AKC registered Porno. nal
financial matters. People who work
brighten considerably by May.
rooms 3 baths 2 huge hauling Free estimates postal carpentry and blue installation, repair replace753-9240
mans 480-2832
behind the scenes will share glad
2528
436
Lamb
ment Backhoe service
Tom
attention to detail remains
Careful
ctosets and you
walk
years
14
753-9688
prints
28R duplex on Story Ave , AKC registered Toy Poodle have v eye with elegance
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
A kind deed wins you a new
tidings.
you
finds
1993
of
Fall
essential!
Al TREE Service Stump experience
dead end street Apadmirer. Romance is both lively.and
ready to try something new. Avoid
red mates Ready Just reduced to $137 500 removal and spraying Free
PePoies
repair
machine
SEWING
pliances furnished central
fun.
tor Christmas pick yours 14S 04230 Kopperud Re- estimates 753 0906 after GENERAL Repair plumb
putting all of your financial eggs
Kenneth Barnhill
Kra no pets Lease arid now 436 2193
ing roofing tree work
alty 753-1222
753 2674
into one basket.
Sprn 759 9816 753-0496 436
depos t required
2642
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
AKC Schnauzers reacy tor
753-7185
SHEETROCK finishing,
Al TREE removal tea
GERALD WALTERS
THIS DATE: newscaster Lesley
pick yours now
Christmas
Larry
ceilings
hauling
Light
textured
trirrineng
Southwood
2BR duplex
Roofing, vinyl siding paintStahl. actress Liv Ullmann. author
$150 436 5811
odd lobs Free estimates ing Free estimates 18 Chreman 492-8742
Dr central hilt wid hook
Arthur C. Clarke, football player
436-2102 ask for Luke
parakeets
up deposit and lease re- BABY
re
Local
years experience
SOUTHERLAND AND
4 WHEELERS 1989 200
William "Refrigerator" Perry-.
or
1680
7584119
759
quired
LONG Construction Home
Blaster $1596 1987250x
ALPHA Builders Careen ferenoes 436 201
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
382 2573
and
remodeling,
repairs
BOARD your pets with Hid $1695 1988 350 Warrior
try remodeling, porches, GUTTERING By Sears
the business outlook is
Although
room
roofing.
additions,
rooting concrete, drive Sews residential and corn
28R new WISU Available den Valley Kenneis Call $1695 1987 80 Woo 4
must exercise caution. A
you
good.
$895 Motorcycles 1086 ways painting mainte mercial continuous gutters foundation work Free estinow 1300+mo water and 489 2377
approach will impress
conservative
or
Ng
too
robs
No
mates
aaarivasi
Cote1987
furnished
100R
$6515
Free
Honda
etc
apptrances
nanoe
installed for your specificaConWhere romance
S&L
Ca
too
authority;
small
in
those
Yamaha 80 Big Wheel
man RE 753 9898
489 2303
tions Call Sears 753 2310
struction 753-3870 day or
is concerned, wear your heart on
TAN-DEFERRED ANN t
$695 1986 Yamaha 200
for
estimate
free
AL'S hauling. yard work.
night
213R unfurnished with stove
Big Wheel $795
)our sleeve.
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
Free
mowing
removal
tree
HADAWAY Construction
and refrigerator deposit re
437 4723 437 4639
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Stump
II
WAY
Tree
SURE
ONE YEAR.
estimates 759 1683
Home remodeling paint
quired 492 8662 after CHRISTMAS PUPS
Removal Insured with full Teamwork is vital for success.
SURRENDER
EARLY
sport
F2
600
CBR
HONDA
carpentry.
wallpaper
trig,
AKC
50m
Champion boodline
ANY remodeling building
As oid second-guessing 4 co-worker.
be. red and whee Can be
floor covering No job too line of equipment Free es(:11ARGES APPLY.
Take
Boxers
registered
roofing
Refer
painting
timates Day or night, Do not let a set-in-your-ways atti2 OR 3br duplexes central
small 436 2052
immediate delivery or can seen at 904 Olive
emits 759 1110
753 5484
Iva appliances furnished
tude interfere with a fun evening.
753 7027
Cteistmas
hoid
unt
HANDYMAN will do car
Coleman RE 753 9898
Do some last-minute shopping.
SERVICE
APPLIANCE
Mainand
Repair
Dinh
C
T
or
$150$250 '5325'1
Kenmore Westinghouse. pentry electric plumbing tenance Electrical
GEMINI 0 May.2 I -June 20): It is
5 ROOM apartment or of 759 2549
Call
repairs
INheripool 30. years ex- and general
121W1212 Main difficult not to feel restricted by
ing
Sewer
Ix* SPaai located at 703 S
INVESTMENTS
HAVE ar obedient sate
BOBBY 753 0596
perience
4111 St See Carlos Black Jr
Street 753-6111 office
your work duties or family responsidog for show or home
HOPPER 4365648
HOME Improvement Spe 753 0606 after Spm
at Black s Decorating Can
bilities. Yet there are new benefits
Also Available As I.R.A.
ter or call 753 0839 or Grasses or private assorts USED tires 195 70 - 14 APPLIANCE REPAIRS oalist Vinyl siding, won
and respect coming your way. A
to,
over
Murray
Serving
Seamless
black
Co
THE
GT
Gutter
Eagle
Goodyear
436 2935
Factory trained by 3 macx dews carports and patio
12y rs 436 2858
aluminum gutters variety raise is possible.
wail mounted and be
manufacturers Most parts enclosures 753 0280
CARPETED 2br duplex
set
per
tax
of colors Licensed in- ,_. CANCER (June 21 -July 221
•
$125
lanced
vi sloce, on my truck At K B ASSOCIATES Gen
Northwood patio carport LABRADOR %trey°, pup
Abrupt changes at work could cause
121
Hwy
Estimate available
Parts
sured
Auto
Key
work and pens warranted efal construction remodel
central Na Move refrigera- Pies the cenect Christmas
ents. but
mime uncomfortable
759 4690
753-5500
South
Ap
8944
f•
g
328
The
at
$50
Andy
kb
Ask
mg garages decks patios
tor dishwasher and do
peace of
ne9
be
will
result
end
the
2455
753
Works
Pianos
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
poser ad hook up bed- PART Cnovi puppies 6
interior vim 753 0834
group.
commurlity
a
Join
mind.
Hob
Service Center. cleaningrooms have 15f1 tong weeks did very adorable
BACKHOE Service- ROY KITCHEN CABINET RE
Postpone making any investments
repairs
most
$15,
servicing
oosets many kitchen ea $15 436-52/0 Ca after
Irintnelkrin
HILL Septic system drive- COVERY existing doors 8
New location Route 1, until you can get expert advice.
bets 20 x30 storage 4pm or leave message
ways hailing foundations frames with woodgrain for- $35
buird,ng with overhead
Alm° Open 9-12, 1-5,
LEO (July' 23-Aug. 22): Be alert
1969 NOvik drag c.--ar race etc 759 4664
mica all colors Free esti- Mon Fri. 753 0530
door reterences $400 de PEGS Dog Grooming
to money-making opportunities; you
reedy 42" BE engine com
posit $400mo No pets 753 2915
(Jive '968 or,ginal BACKHOE SERVICE mates Wulff s Recovery WALT'S Mobile Home Re- should score big! Romance has to
Cal 753 3018 thru 12 16
Corvette crock 492 8306 BRENT ALLEN septic tank Murray 436 5560
Soundproofing, rub- take a- backseat to your work now.
installation. repair replace- CHIM Chive Chimney pair
after Sior'
for roofs, park- pace yourself to handle the heavy
coating
ber
CHARMING 21or 2 bath
ment 759-1515
Sweeps has 10% sensor ing lot sealing, flat roofs demands of your professional life.
duplex with garage None
1977 DODGE D 150
We sell repaired 502-436 2776
wood Dr Appkances ken
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Go
94xxz lc rust sold PIA'. BILL Travis trucking for citizen discounts
gravel dirt, NI sand white chimney caps and screens
shed central air and gas BOB Haiev Real Estate 753 8369
your feelings when it comes to
with
TOM
and
'TINTING
WINDOW
rock rip rap and backtve 435 4191
heat $476 mo I month Saws Appraisals Property
people and plans; you are tuned to
502-443-2944
GEERDES
official
Fiero
INDY
1984
work 474-2779
deposit and I year less. Mgt RE'MAx '53 SOLD
COLSON S Home Repair
prosperity's wavelength! Make the
pace car 66 000 miles
no pets 753-2905
Remodeling carpentry,
Repair
Plumbing
BOB'S
most of a social event; talk business
obo
KOPPERUD REALTY or
$3000
loaded
Service All work guaran- painting and plumbing
Free
FURNISHED apts 1 cx 2br ters a complete range O 753-8743
\A ith those who are truly interested.
436 2575 after 5pm
teed 7531134
no pets Zimmerman APS
Column
Real Estate services we a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
Mobile Homes, Inc.
Sunbird
PONTIAC
1964
South 16th St 7536609
wide seseceon 04 quatty
popularity rises, thanks to'your
CARPET and vinyl instate LEE S CARPET CLEAN- FREE puppies for Christ
ares
new
body
good
2000
all prices
extend a special
HAZEL Apartments Hazel homes
ton and repairs Glen Bet ING F- or all your carpet and mas 5 wks old mixed involvement with a special group.
needs motor repair
753-1222
You
5827
renting
to
753
1247
now
call
759
stick
iCr.s
bet
upnoistery
759-4632
breed Call 753-1861 after Risk-taking is not wise now;
invitation to tour
estimates
must ne 62 handicapped
Free
4 30pm
LARGE Commercial Build
tried-and-true methods. An artistic
arid
car
for
CARPORTS
Lancer.
DODGE
1985
Emergency water removal
a manufactured home
or disabied New I and 2br ing that has been re
hobby could put extra money inn,
$1800 One owner greet Pucks Special sizes for
FREE puppies Mother
Jnots 502 527-8574 for
worked re wired re
pocket.
your
and
electric
to,
running
RV's
boats.
homes.
LICENSED
excellent
motor
designed and furnished
AKC registered Lab Pupmore information Equal rooted Vacant and reedy shape
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
everything and etc Excellent protec- gas 753 7203
Call
old
condition
wks
6
pies
t-iouseig Opportunity
for your business 605
by MSU students.
753-5167
tion high quality, excellent
759 1424 after 5prn
rhe financial picture brightens
$48 503 MIS 'MAL'
HOUSiNG new MSU for up Maple St
Roy Hilt 7594664 ROCKY COL SON Home
value
hopelooked
once
Something that
December 6 thru 20
Contact Kopperud 1986 HONDA Accord LXI
Repair Roofing, siding
to 4 students Available for 04392
less may turn out to be a sound.
robs
Really, 753-1222
Odd
when.
area
conhatchback.
door
2
MURRAY
plumbing
painting
Sundays 130-430
Coleman
Semester
Spring
investment. A literary project proves
due Wit. 5-sp new dutch Bored MSU freshman T J
crete Free estimates Call
RE 7539698
REIMAX Properties Ltd
Daily 1:00-5:00
invigorating.
and txakas. 90xxx miles 762 4967
474 2307
Perm Paul Daley
Cell
MUR CAL Apartments now Bob
obo
700
22-Dec.
$4
sic.
(Nov.
radio
In front of K-Mart,
SAGITTARIUS
Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
accepting applications for
753-9658
5prn.
after
brings
letter
or
call
phone
A
21):
-SOLD
502753
Alf Center
Murray
' 2 and 3br apartments
great news, relieving worries over a
1 8OG-3695780
1986 MERCURY Sable LS,
info call
more
For
Phone 7594984 Equal
parent's well-being. Contact with
V-6, while. anted windows
Housing Opportunity
background
the
in
work
who
435
people
loaded
$4000
cid
amrfm.
lake
759-4627
NE Vv 1 140 sq ft duptex all
helps you solve a puzzle.
Property
gas central air apt:elem.*
• CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
PLYMOUTH Retiant
1986
Tomorrovvi The rt of slam bidding.
pus dishwasher utility
19): A colleague may have topLAKEFRONT LIOUIDA
good median runs good South dealer.
South has the missing four of diaroom with w•0 hook up
wateriron
secret news that you can use. A wish
474-8110
Docivabie
T1ON!
after 6prn
Cal
12:15
avail
Mobile Homes, Inc.
quiet area
North-South vulnerable
monds. Declarer's queen play may be
comes true behind closed doors.
On Barkley ,_aike 3 5 aaes
wase and depose no pea
on the level — that is, the queen is
NORTH
Hwy. 79 East
was $29 900 NOW 1986 PONTIAC 6000 sta
fun
be
to
promises
evening
Your
759 1087
bon wagon huh meeage
1-800-642-4891
•Q 1175
part., TN
actually a singleton — or it may be a
$ 19 900 Woods views
and perhaps romantic. Try to stay
body new bet
excellent
vacation
•
6
9
A
4
to
persuade
East
designed
falsecard
for
2br
1
ready
new
SPANKING
w ith your budget.
Can be
•.1 10 9 :i
bath duplex with carport reoremeet home 3. acre levy good Wes
that his partner has the missing four.
Kirk
of
east
mars
2
1
seen
Fi
Appliances furnished Can lake access $7900
Under the circumstances, East
*6
say or Hwy 464 $950 obo
trail air and gas heat nancirg Woodland Aaes
WEST
has
EAST
no choice hut to assume that
7519685
$425'no 1 month deposit Call 800858'323
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
+64
+92
South has the four — because otherpets
no
ease
1 year
1989 BONNEVILLE LE •K 85 2
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING aiming Smoking
IIP 10
wise the contract cannot be defeated.
753 2905
76xxx cheap Cal after
Nair Graaf" Reduces Swims Rake io Your Heath
•A K 87 5_2 To decide that West has the missing
6
•
5pin 7514831
TAKING applications for
•A J 7 3
d)amond would be equivalent to con•10 9 4 2
Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.
sector 8 rent subsidized
CAR Slane Instellelkin
' S()1 TH
ceding the contract.
THE PRICE OF ONE (WM* Cowman Lail
FOR
'TWO
apenments 1 2 & 3 bed
WOODED building iota in 7S141r11._ Sunset BouleSo East returns the deuce of dia• A K .110 3
rooms Apply Hrldele Apts Lynwood Heights City we vard Muiti Murray' AlSnacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
•CI 7
monds at trick two. hoping West will
or call ler natural gas cablevi
Ky
Hardin
pine Car Audio Spectate!
Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
the
have
We
•(1 4
ruff. Note that East returns his low502 437 4''3 ENO
soon 3 310 moles on 94 Dixieland Center I block
• Al Mapor Crack Cards Accepted • KY Lotto
Welcome
Stamps
Food
.14
$5
Q
41.K
asking
diamond,
West
fo
a
return
VERY nice clean 2br cen- west eon, Murray City Uln- from MSu dorms
STOP IN S SEE US!
lub — the lower-ranking of the two
The bidding
6
tral Iva laundry hook-up as 6% simple interest
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca- South West
East
—
available
North
he
suits
ng
if
side
remaining
ruffs.
harc
no pets 641 South
502-753-7333
valier 441x XX Taft anikin
811 Sycamore, am,
753 5841 or 753 1566
Pass
2*
3•
West obliges on both counts by
492 8634
stereo ri ,c $5692 1*
r uffing the diamond and returning a
4+
753 9240
WANTED 2 roommates tc
club to East's ace. After East leads
Opening lead — six of diamonds
snare 3br furnished apart
Just as declarer's twat consider- another low diamond. South is fiment wmale Water and
ation is to make the contract. a
nally ready to be carted off to the
garbage included
142 ACRE fm 3 ms
defender's first consideration is to hospital. Having lost the first three
$120/mo Call Bob at Trop
West of Crossland 80 1952 JEEP CJ7 excellent seat the contract In trying to meet tricks, he must sooner or later lose a
ice Tanning Salon
$2500 this obligation,a defender mum make heart trick and go down one.
753-8477 for information saes in timber 58 aaes wi condition
CRP Has a 5 acre lake in 436 5004
Available Dec 1 1992
Observe that if East plays the ace
any or all assumptions necessary to
Mont held Beaubful house
of diamonds rather than a low dia1985 S 10 BLAZER, defeat the contract
piece 435-4265
Consider this deal where West mond at trick two, or shifts to anWaded excellent condition
Call before 2 00pm. leads the six of diamonds, on which other suit entirely on the assump753 2783
East plays the king and South the tion that West has the doubleton
CONTINUES.
4 OR 51>r house turn's/Ned
1987 NISSAN extended queen. There is no way for East to diamond, declarer makes the con106 S 13th lease and do
cab red 5 speed air know at this point whether West or tract with proper play.
posit required no pets
753 2558 bakes 3pm
753 0932 or 753 5898
PERFECT STARTER
1991 DODGE Power Rem
STELLA area 2br house 1 HOME PRICED IN 114E 250 LE 4x4 42xxx miles
$30 S 3br loving room
w d hook up
bath
kitchen 1 bath dining 436- 5437
$250mno Deposit required
room utility Washer and 1992 GMC SLE 1500 Club
489-2390 after 6pm
dryer and appliances vi
Cab pick up truck al op
carded 501 S 9th St
Ions including 350 1/8
753-7027
9000 moles original owner
4389 or
01'1 "S %%I l'Ittilt4IT5 '111.1. 5:00
hr Weekly Ilti•iitals
TOTALLY redecorated and $17,500 753
(CmmesNIII & Residendel)
7515060
bedroom
3
.r( Iran Dupe
CREEKVIEW Sell swage renovated
( ars
warehouses on Canter home on 1 acre ice Located
•
•( .111 l's For Pat( s
FRE F FSTIMATES
between Murray and KenDrive behind Shoney s
Setae
tucky Lake Attractive
$20 $40irrio 759 4061
& Mem
home and attrociew prim
Last Main ‘vt.
NORTHWOOD storage JuW reduoed to $62500
14
TRI
PiuS
66hp Mercury
presently has units wail
753 44(i1
Contact Koppen.id Reeky runs good
$1900
UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT ST.
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WEDNESDAY.DE('EMBER 16, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jcane Distal horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
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Looking Back

Today in History
There are 16
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 15, the 350th day of 1992.
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Constitution
On Dec. 15, 1791, the first 10 amendments to the U.S.
n by
ratificatio
following
effect
into
went
— the Bill of Rights —
Virginia.
On this date:
other tribe memIn 1890, Sioux Indian Chief Sitting Bull and I I
with Indian
fracas
a
bers were killed in Grand River, S.D., during
nt.
governme
police working for the U.S.
World War I Battle
In 1916, the French defeated the Germans in the
of Verdun.
dropping the
In 1964, Canada's House of Commons approved
design.
new
a
of
favor
in
flag
Ensign"
"Red
Canadian
Gemini 7, manIn 1965, two U.S. manned spacecraft, Gemini 6 and
orbit.
in
while
other
each
of
euvered within 10 feet
Angeles.
In 1966, movie producer Walt Disney died in Los
c recdiplomati
grant
would
he
d
In 19784 President Carter announce
official
sever
and
Day
Year's
New
on
China
t
ognition lb Communis
relations with Taiwan.
Panama,
In 1979, the deposed Shah of Iran left the United States for
ruled
Hague
The
in
Justice
of
Court
nal
Internatio
the same day the
hostages.
that Iran should release all its American
t coaches
Ten years ago: Paul "Bear" Bryant, one of the winninges
Univerthe
from
t
retiremen
his
d
announce
history,
football
in college
sity of Alabama.
race for the
Five years ago: Gary Hart, who had dropped out of the
relationhis
about
questions
amid
n
nominatio
al
presidenti
Democratic
to the
return
surprise
a
ship with Miami model Donna Rice, made
decide."
people
the
campaign, saying, "Let's let
asked U.S.
One year ago: Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev
of the varn
recognitio
Secretary of State James Baker for formal U.S.
c
Democrati
Six
nce.
independe
declared
ious Soviet republics that had
of
handling
Bush's
President
on
criticism
heaped
presidential hopefuls
464 people were
the economy during a debate on NBC-TV. At least
sank in the
ferry
registered
Egyptianan
left dead or missing when
Red Sea.
Actor Don
Today's Birthdays: Actor-comedian Tim Conway is 59.
Johnson is 43.
between
Thought for Today: "History is the record of an encounter
histoCanadian
,
character and circumstances." — Donald Creighton
rian (1902-1979).

Program within the city limits of
Murray is being sponsored this
year by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
according to Mrs. John J. Livesay, chairman of the event.
Harry Fannin and Vince Heise,
sixth grade students at University
School, were rocent guests of
Kentucky Educational Television
at a taping of a KET production
concerning the flight and operations of NASA's upcoming Skylab Project.
Emma Sue Hutson shared some
Christmas stories at a meeting of
United Methodist Women of First
UM Church. Life membership
pins were presented to Mrs. A.C.
LaFollette and Miss Roberta
Whitnah.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. David Parker,
Nov. 17.
Thirty years ago

Tea years ago
Calloway County Public
Library is hosting an International Christmas Display through Jan.
6. Approximately 20 counties are
represented with items including
tree ornaments, festive costumes,
ceramics and wall hangings,
according to Velva Maupin,
library employee.
A feature story about Jimmy
Gingles, magician, along with
pictures, are published. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles
and is a student at Murray State
College. The story and pictures
are by Staff Photographer and
Writer Jennie Gordon.
Danny Morton, Josh Morton,
Owen Norsworthy, Chris Norsworthy, and Mike Littrell are pictured with deer taken while
hunting.
Twenty years ago
An outdoor Christmas Lighting

James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce, has been appointed to
the State Association Liaison
Committee of American Chamber
of Commerce Executives.
Finalists for the Shield Queen
at Murray State College are Marcia Chumbler of Mayfield, Joy
Fentress of Hopkinssille, Liz
Bevins of Mt. Carmel, Ill., Nancy
Farley of Henderson and Anne
Wrather of Murray.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Mayfield Cardinals in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Don Faughan for Murray and Roger Fields for
May
Evelyn Palmer presented a
program "The Importance of
Reading" at a meeting of Penny
Homemakers Club held at Triangle Inn.
Forty years ago

The annual Christmas Show
for children of Murray and Calloway County will be Dec. 23 at
Varsity Theatre, according to
Frank Lancaster, manager. The
feature will be "Cow Town" starring Gene Autry.
William Hourigan, Calloway
County Assistant Farm Agent in
4-H, will now be transferred to
his home county of Marion with
the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Oliver and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Cole, Dec. 8: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Hall, Dec. 9.
New Concord High School
Redbirds beat Lynn Grove High
School, Wildcats win a. basketball
game. High team scorers were
Gene Mathis for New Concord
and Bobby Kemp for Lynn
Grove.

Dear Abby
because we were identical
twins.
Our mother dressed us alike
until the day we were married
(at a double wedding) and we
loved it. We never wanted to be
"individuals," because due to
our twinhood, we stood out
from the crowd. Fortunately, in
retrospect, we thrived, in spite
of being a "package deal."
However, I would not recommend it. If I had twins, I would
DEAR TWIN: Unlike you and encourage individuality. As
your twin sister, my twin and I "identical" as my womb-mate
enjoyed the attention we drew and I were, those who knew us

DEAR ABBY: Help! I am a teenager with an identical twin sister.
The problem is our relatives. While
growing up, we were around our
relatives a lot — visits to our grandparents' homes once a week, and
get-togethers two or three times a
month.
Jane and I do look alike, but we
have our differences. Our friends
can tell us apart; it's the relatives
who can't. We are treated like a
package deal. They call us by each
other's names and don't even try to
get it right. They say,'Whichever
one you are, will you do this or

that?"
This really makes us mad. I wish
they would understand that we are
two unique people with different
personalities and should never be
treated like one person with one
name and one set offeelings.
Our other sister is getting married soon, and I need your advice on
how to handle these relatives. Since
you're a twin, you should know.
TEEN-AGE TWIN

well could easily tell us apart.
And the men whom we eventually married agreed that from
the moment they laid eyes on
us, they had no trouble telling
us apart; to them, we were oneof-a-kind individuals.
As for you and Jane: Since
it's not possible to change other
people, I suggest you change
your attitude.
Don't get "mad" when your
relatives confuse you; it goes
with the territory. Ask any twin
who has been blessed with twinhood.

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
IN THE OW DAYS, WHEN
A HOLZ IN A
SOCK IOU COuLD COVER
IT OvER wiTH THREAD AND
KEEP WEARiNG

YOu DON'T
IEA '
rwitiK I'm
HOLE IN MY
CANA:X:0TE GOING TO DARN
Pt.I a or
THEM,DO `40U91
SOCKS

By GARY LARSON
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COUtiTRI
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NOW I'M OLDER. I RAPE NO
WHEN I WAS OLDER, I HAD
TIME, NO MONEY, TEN TIMES
MONEY BUT NO TIME. I GAVE
THE PEOPLE TO SHOP FOR, AND
GIFTS THAT WERE LOVINGLY
MADE BY SOMEONE ELSE'S HANDS, A LIFELONG REPUTATION RR
GIVING UNIQUE, MEANINGFUL,
HANDMADE- 84- Swum
PER5oNatt3 SIGNIFICANT GIFTS.

Ave4 I
HELP
YOU 7'

DEAR ABBY: I have a male
friend I think the world of, but I
can't for the life of me understand
why he goes around with nose hairs
and ear hairs that are so noticeable
that it detracts from his good looks.
He dresses well and is otherwise
very well-groomed. He has a thatch
of thick black hair on his head, but
the hair growing out of his nose and
ears is so noticeable, it spoils his
appearance.
I haven't got the nerve to tell
him. What should I do?
A GOOD FRIEND

V

TURN /SE triTD
THE SORT OF PERSON
WHO MILD GIVE
SOMEONE A PRE vIRAPPED APPLIANCE!

"Abdul, my old friend! Come in, come in!
Have you traveled far?!"

paw

s.4
I
.
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4;1••
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itk

• mug
ift&i
dipe veth

ACROSS

I La —
5 Mast

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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flER !
14)E-Y4E- par&
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Some CliftlEIMA6
BAKING
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GFV:INDMFI- WHY DO THEY
(MFF,CRUNett)efiLL.THIS
"SHORTI5RF-FID"?

AJJ
GARFIELD

wuAts THE
(

DIFFERENCE?

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO WATER AN
ARTIFICIAL TREE

DEAR FRIEND:You could be
even a better friend if you
clipped this and mailed it to
him.
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9 "Cheers,"
for one
12 Mine
entrance
13 Baked clay
14 Metric
measure
15 Courteous
17 "— Law''
18 Born
19 Bosc, e g
21 Pertaining to
punishment
23 Pennant
27 Tellurium
symbol
28 Inclines
29 Map abbr
31 Hoover —
34 Alternative
word
35 Explains
38 Nickel
symbol

39 Finish
41 Diocese
42 Tardier
44 Printer's
measure
46 Appraise
48 Put in
position
51 Garden of —
52 Mature
53 "— Mice and
Men"
55 Blood carrier
59 Indian weight
60 Wander
62 Great Lake
64 Koppel and
Denson
65 Los Angeles
footballers

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PIVOT
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5 Vapor
6 Math term
7 Everyone
8 Harvest
9 Prohibited
10 Region

11 Virginia —
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20 Free from
1 Chart
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24 Gull-like
10 11
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DEAR ABBY: I have this ongoing feud with my daughter. so
please give me your opinion.
I have been a widow for 20 years,
and I have a gentleman friend with
whom I have been close for 10
years. Every time a party or important occasion comes up, my daughter sends me an invitation and adds
my friend's name to it. I feel that
since we do not live together and he
has a separate adddress, he should
have the courtesy of his own invitation. My friend is very adamant
about this, and will not accept an
invitation unless he receives his
own. II agree with him.)
My daughter and I have discussed this every time, and she
insists she is right and that there is
no necessity to send him a separate
invitation. What do you think?
MARJORIE IN
WEST PALM BEACH
DEAR MARJORIE: I agree
with you and your friend. And if
your daughter persists in
"adding" his name to your invitation, knowing that he will not
accept the invitation, it is abundantly clear that she doesn't
much care what her mother's
gentleman friend thinks.

CATHY
WHEN I WAS YOUNG, X HAD
TIME BUT NO MONEY. I GAVE
GIFTS THAT WERE LOVINGLY
mg OWN LIIFLE HANDS.
MADE
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f.)Y. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 17-year-old
daughter has had a headache for five
months without relief. She's undergone CT scans, an MRI,EEG, X-rays
and numerous blood tests, all of which
have been normal. She's been given
Cafergot. Phenergan and a host of
other medications for control — with
no success. We're at the end of our
rope as well as our savings account.
Do you have any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Many medical
centers and large hospitals now have
headache clinics. From the sound of
things, your daughter needs one. Ask
your doctor to refer you to such a facility, where specialists will formulate a diagnosis and recommend a
program of treatment.
Although your daught.er's doctors
have obtained the usual tests for
headache, to rule out such conditions
as infection and cancer, further specialized testing may be in order.
lb give you more information,1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Sgpert "Headaches."
DEAR DR. GOT!': Please provide
information on rectal itch. Is there
treatment other than hydrocortisone
cream for control?
DEAR READER: Some forms of
anal itching respond to alterations in
diet, such as the prohibition of citrus
fruits, coffee, beer and cola. Other
forms may be successfully treated
with anti-fungus creams, such as Mycostatin. Remember that the area
should be washed with soap and water
after each bowel movement, to avoid
further inflammation
Recurring or persisting anal itching should be examined by a physician. Because the condition can be
brought on by diseases such as diabetes and liver disorders (and can be
caused by intestinal parasites), laboratory testing may be necessary.
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'Lords and ladies'
recovered in time
for Christmas

Obituaries
Willie B. Beane

••:

and one brother, Lloyd Beane.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nettie Ann Beane; one son.
Ronnie Beane, Leesburg, Cia.:
three sisters, Mrs. Lydia Woods,
Mayfield. Mrs. Verlene Joseph,
Kirksey. and Mrs. Linda Faye
Wilkerson, Farmington; four
brothers, Raymond Buie Beane,
Symsonia, Halford Beane and
James Harold Beane, Murray, and
Glen Edward Beane, Mayfield:
two grandchildren.
Also surviving are three stepdaughters, Mrs. Sue Day, Ports-

Willie B. Beane. 77, Rt. 7.
Mayfield. died Monday at 7:40
p m at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah
A retired farmer, he was a
member of Bell City Church of
Chnst
Born May 12, 1915, in Calloway County. he was the son of
the late Dempsey Beane and BesSte Bar/C11 Beane.
Preceding him in death were
his first wife. Mrs. Opal Jewel
Beane, one daughter, Joyce Dean
Bean, one sister, Modell Reed.

mouth. Ohio. and Mrs. Sharon
Murphy and Mrs. Melva May,
Mayfield; one stepson, Donnie
Haynes, Lynnville.
The funeral will be Thursday
at II a.m in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. William
Hardison and Jimmy Canter will
officiate
Burial will follow in Beech
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

William 0. Downey
of Murray. One brother, Bultord
Downey of Murray. also preceded him in death.
He had lived in the Killeen
area since 1957. He retired from
the U.S. Army in Fort Sill, Okla..
after 24 years of military service.
He was a veteran of Amid War
Korean Conflict and Vietnam
War. His military awards include
two Overseas Service Ribbons
and the Good Conduct Medal,
third award.
Mr. Downey had been a civil

Sersi;es tor retired Sgt 1st
illiarn U Downey were
Class
Saturday at I0 3.m in the chapel
of Crawford -Bowers Funeral
Home. Killeen Texas
Char:ain Thomas Wavnick
offmated Burial with full millury honors was at Killeen City
Cemetep.
Downcs. 65. Killeen, died
Wednesday at his residence.
Born %las 15. 1'421". in Golden
Pond. Ks . he W Js the son of the
iate Mr and Mrs him. Downes

service ewmployee at Fort Hood
Main Commissary, Killeen. from
1970 to 1990.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Erna Downey; two daughters. Mrs. Shirley Long. La Porte,
Texas, and Mrs. Karin Lema,
Lawton, Okla.; one son, Raymond Downey, Killeen; one sister, Mrs. Eula McGehee, and two
brothers, Edgar Downey and Budl
Downey. all of Murray; five
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Joe Junior McLeod
The turwral tor Joe Junior
M,Leod is today at 1 p.m in the
hapeIoi filtvek and Cann Funeral Home, Benton Dr J.T Parivh iv
lollow in Marshall
Burtai w
6Nunt Mernors Gardens
1,1, Lakeland
‘1J.,:od.'
Nkcsles ‘r!lag.: Marshall Coun25 pm at
'
ts. Jwd Saturdas at
Hospital.
Bar:,,t
csterr
Paisisan
Sursisors in,:uic his wife.
kt.l.cod. two
Mrs Nora
daughters. Mrs los..e Saho, Betbe. We. III . and Mrs Debra
Hamilton. Benton. tour sons.
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Joseph McLeod, Benton, Jerry
Wayne McLeod. Calvert City,
and Gary S. McLeod. Mayfield;
nine grandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters.
Mrs. Maude Herring, ('alsen
City, Mrs Margaret Dull and

Mrs. Louciell Brindley, Eddyville,
and Mrs. Willie Mac Pratt, Boynton Beach, Fla.; four brothers,
Cecil McLeod. Murray, George
McLeod, Eddyville, Otho
McLeod. Calvert City, and Billy
Ray McLeod, Gilbertsville.

House speaker Blandford
is confident of acquittal
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP) -House Speaker Don Blandford,
upbeat and avowedly eager for
trial, pleaded innocent to federal
extortion and racketeering
charges
A judge on Monday- set Bland ford's trial to begin Feb. 15 but
told his attorneys — the fatherson team of Morton and Allen
Holbrook of Owensboro — they
could ask for a postponement.
Allen Holbrook said the
defense's pretrial work would be
extensive.
"I'm very confident." Blandford said after a brief arraignment
before U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood. "1 haven't done those
things."
Blandford, who has represented rural Daviess County for
25 years. was indicted Nov. 12
on charges of extortion, bribery,
taking kickbacks and lying to
federal agents.
He allegedly took a S1.500
payoff to secure legislation for a
harness track and defrauded his
political campaign fund, among
other things.
He was the 10th person. and
the biggest catch, in a federal
investigation of corruption in the
General Assembly. Eight others,
including six former legislators,
pleaded guilty to bribery or

related charges.
Blandford declined to seek a
fifth term as speaker when the
General Assembly meets next
month to organize itself. He
otherwise has made no concession to the charges and said Monday he would not give up his
House seat, to which he was reelected without opposition nine
days before his indictment.
Blandford said he was eager
for trial and that the charges were
"certainly not true."
Morton Holbrook promised a
"vigorous defense" Monday but
declined to say anything about
strategy. However, on the day of
the indictment, he said Blandford
"looks forward to exploring
tactics" of the investigation,
code-named Boptrot.

Ovfnies Genaid Boyd end Ronny Welern

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) —
Once again. 10 lords will be
leaping and nine ladies will be
dancing across the lawns in
this western Kentucky
subdivision.
Six figures stolen Friday
from the "12 Days of Christmas" display that homeowners
erected in the Spnngbrook
Manor neighborhood west of
Paducah have been recovered.
"We're absolutely thrilled
to have everything back," said
unofficial neighborhood
spokeswoman Suzanne Dannenmueller. "We just are
filled with the Christmas spirit
again."
The missing pieces were
found alongside a road by
McCracken County Deputy
Sheriff Jason Parks and a
Manor
Springbrook
homeowner.
The figurines were taken
about 11:30 p.m. CST Friday.
A neighbor saw three cars with
their headlights out and yelled
at the occupants, who then
fled.
Dannenmueller said the project was a neighborhood effort
involving 16 families.
The displays were set up at
about every other house along
the street and spotlights were
turned on Dec. I.
"We all painted all of them
together, — Dannenmueller
said. "The kids helped, the
adults helped."
She said it was a great way
to bring the neighborhood
together.
Dannenmueller said she
hoped to have the display
together again by tonight.
Sandy Doriohoo, whose yard
features the 10 lords a leaping.
said, "So many people have
been concerned. It's been
amazing."
She, too, is happy the display can be complete again.

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FRI-.17: Help In Claim Filing
For AU My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.
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NAUTICA° (At the Paducah store)

59" o

Palm Sander 'wawa
With Bag

"
$29

See Our Huge Selection of

\

40 000 Milos

NAOS IN TNII U.S.A.

Read the classifieds

lot

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Wb,to

TIRE

HOG MARKET

SIOSSOWE

1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Calais

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

Outerwear
Leather, Canvas & Poplin

State's general
fund growth under
revenue projections
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) —
Kentucky's General Fund took in
$342.2 million last month, an
increase of only 2.3 percent from
November 1991, the Finance
Cabinet said Monday.
The fund must grow by at least
4 4 percent for the remaining
seven months of the fiscal year to
meet revenue projections. the
agency said.
Still, the state's economic
growth "has been relatively
strong," Finance Secretary Pat
Mulloy said in a statement.
There were big gains in the
taxes MOM closely associated
with economic activity — sales
and use and individual income.
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